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Congressional
race heats up
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Both sides in the 2nd Congressional District race promise even
more action now that Ihe traditional Labor Day kickoff of the
general election campaign has
passed.
Incumbent Republican Rep.
Ron Lewis has been campaigning
hard during the, cuffent congressional Labor 'Day recess. with
-slops in all 22 counties in, the
western Kentucky district. Congress goes back into session Sept.
12 and is not scheduled to
adjourn until ()et. 7.
"That leaves us weekends and
the last month. for him to campaign," said John McCarthy,
Lewis' campaign manager. "But
our campaign will kick into high
gear right after Labor Day."
Lewis, a Cecilia Republican,
won a special election last May

to succeed the late U.S. .,Rep.
William H. Natcher. Lewis
became the first Republican to
represent the 2nd District in Congress, but before he could settle
into office, Democrats from
Washington to Frankfort vowed
to recapture the scat.
Democratic challenger David
Adkisson, the mayor of Owens:
boro, has been campaigning all
summer on nights and weekends;
and now he'll be on the road full
time until the -election.
Terry Carmack. state GOP
chairman, said he expects both
sides to gradually intensify their
campaigns.
"It will probably be closer to
October before you see a lot of
TV, radio and mail," he said.
really heat up when ConSee Page 2

Documents boost
low-tar cigarettes Historic stadium needing facelift
STACEY CROOK Leage,

Murray's historic Ty Holland Stadium sports a new partially-completed pressbox, while several other renovations, including new carpet, paint and
scoreboard, are planned in the coming years, subject to the amount of private donations received.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
published report says a cigarette
company devised a plan to convince doctors that cigarettes help
some patients by lowering stress.
The plan, based on a long
industry tradition, urged doctors
to focus on getting committed
smokers to switch to low-tar
cigarettes rather than quit, despite
evidence that all cigarettes
caused health problems, The
Courier-Journal reported Sunday.
The newspaper said the plan
was contained in internal Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp.
documents it obtained.
The plan was put together as
sales of low-tar cigarettes began

to boom in the late 1970s and
companies looked for ways to
deal with health-conscious smokers, according to the documents.
The documents deal with only
parts of the plan and don't reveal
if it was fully implemented, the
newspaper said. But they do give
a glimpse of how some tobacco
executives thought about marketing their cigarettes.
BroWn & Williamson, which is
based in Louisville, would not
discuss the documents.
An April 29, 1981 memo from
G.E. Stungis, director of marketing research, to Brown & WilII See Page 2

By MARK YOUNG
"The original discussion of
Staff Writer
renovating it came out during a
While Murray High's football long-range planning committee
program-twaS always been a sour- meeting," said Tony Thompson,n
of pride for the community, lormer football player at MHS
the place where the Tigers play who is spearheading the stadium
their home games has fallen on effort.
"We saw :what bad shape the
some hard Limes.
• stadium was in, that there hasn't
Ty Holland Stadium, built in,
1939, is named after the longtime been a lot of maintenance to it
Murray coach who amassed 249 and that it's been neglected, and
wins and is fifth on the all-time we decided to try to do somestate list. But it has fallen into a thing about it," Thompson said.
state of dire disrepair over the -They put in , an .underground
last few years, prompting some watering system a few years ago
local citizens to get involved. and the field is in.great shape,

hut the stadium isn't."
the project has been donated by
The first item that was deemed former players, parents of footnecessary of repair was thepress- ball and soccer players, as‘sistant
box, which Thompson said had coaches and other members.
gotten in terrible condition. "We
But the main problem with the
needed to get that done quick," whole-idea is _money. Thompson
Thompson said, noting that it is said. "The school system n doesn't
now about .90 percent complete. have any money to put int:, it
"If we hadn't had this rain the because they've done so n;any
past few days, we would have renovations to the schools and
gotten it completely done. But everything, so we've called on
it's operational now and we hope Murray,High School alumni and
to have it done by the next home former players to donate money..
game (Sept. 9 against Fulton
"We were able to get the
County)."
Thompson said the labor for • See Page 2
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State has more than its share of poor counties
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The newest census publication
shows Kentucky still has a disproportionate- amount of , the
nation's poorest counties.
Of the 25 counties with the
lowest personal income per capita
in 1990, seven were in Kentucky.
Six of those are in the eastern
part of the state: McCreary,
Elliott, Menifee, Jackson, Owsley
acid Clay. The seventh, Edmonson, is in south-central Kentucky.

McCreary was Kentucky's
lowest-income county. Its $7,663
in personal income per resident
ranked seventh-lowest nationally.
That compares with S18,696 for
ole.
the nation as a
3,1 counties across
The
s, and twice each
the United
decade the Census Bureau compiles top-25 rankings according
to just about every conceivable
statistic — from Eskimo population to car-pool use.

The bureau published its newest County and City Data Book
on Friday. In the last data book,issued in 1988, the state
accounted for 10 of the 25
lowest-income counties. Ron Eller, head of the Appalachian Center at the University
of Kentucky, said that what the
national rankings don't show is
that other eastern Kentucky counties have made significant economic improvement in recent

years, thanks to better highways
and more vibrant cities than are
found in the hard-core-poor
counties.
Also, he. said, the rankings
don't show that within the poorest counties there is significant
variation. The focus, he said,
should not be on counties but on
the "distressed communities"
within them — pockets where as
many as 60 percent of the people
are below the national poverty

level.
Linda Gayheart, executive
director of the Kentucky River
Area Development District, said
Wolfe and Owsley counties have
been making these national rankings for years. She said Wolfe
County has one factory, a textile
operation, and Owsley County
has none.
McCreary County, another
poverty-list perennial, relied
heavily on coal, and as mining

has fallen away, so has emplo.v,
ment opportunity, said Ron Tarter, planning chief for the Lake
Cumberland Area Development
District.
But he sees improvement.
Manufacturing jobs are Ow ly
being created in McCreary County, he said, and highway
improvements arc making it
easier to commute to jobs outside_
II See Page 2

Ribbon Cutting
Quest owners suprised by growth
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
When Quest Pharmaceuticals
opened its doors in October 1993,
its three co-owners could not
have predicted how fast it would
grow.
"We can't believe it
ourselves," said co-owner and,
vice president Mike Cappock.
"We've grown twice as much as
anticipated."

U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow attended a ribbon cutting Friday for Quest Pharmaceuticals, a 20-month-old company
in Murray.

Located at the corner of Fourth
and Chestnut streets, Quest is a
generic drug wholesaler which
specializes in stocking independent drug stores.

U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow was on
hand Friday to tour the facility
and cut a ribbon for the
20-month-old company.
"We've got a new business
here that has found an -opportunity to serve people, and to lower
medical costs," Barlow said.

Tony Thomas co-founded Quest
after leaving the Murray Drug
Company before it became Major
Pharmaceuticals in 1993.
Twenty-five of their former coworkers also left Murray Drug
and began working at Quest:
Barlow called Quest an "example of a company seeing a niche
and exploding into.
Cappock said- starting the business was a gamble.
"We all gambled everything
we had to start the company and
keep Our money in the local economy," Capp_ock

Cappock said the company currently ships more than 250 orders
a day, sending generic drugs
across the United State within
one or two days.
Since the company ships its
orders via United Parcel Service,
24-hour delivery is possible.
Cappock, Kevin Higgins and • See Page 2
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MEETINGS

. BRIEFLY...

SPORTS

▪ Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet at 1.30 p m Thursday in the office
of County Judge/Executive J D Williams
IN The Calloway County School District Finance Corporation will meet in
special session at 6 45 p m Thursday at
the board office to auttforize the sale of
.bonds
•The Calloway County School Board
will meet at 7 p.m at the board office.

MI The first football game between Kentucky and Louisville in 70 years came
down to a matter of execution, and in the
end, it was the Wildcats who executed
better, downing the Cardinals 20-14
Saturday in Lexington

Page 6

•

• Because of the Labor Day holiday,
during the week of Sept. 5-9, customers
of the City of Murray Sanitation Department who usually have their refuse
picked up Monday should set it out Tuesday. All other customers should follow
the regular schedule even though routes
may run a day late in some areas. For
more information, call 762-0330, ext.
120.
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Panamanian jungle camp is next stop on Cuban's journey
PANAMA CITY (AP) — U.S.
Army bulldozers rumbled through
12-foot-high grass, leveling the
red earth for camps to house up
to 10,000 Cuban refugees in the
sweltering jjingle beside the
Panama Canal.
Work will be finished today on
the first 2,500-bed tent block for
Cubans flown in from the U.S.
Navy base at Guantanamo Bay,
on Cuba's southeastern coast,
camp commander Lt. Col. Jim
Greenwood said Sunday.
It will be the United States'
first third-country detention center to house the refugees and ease
crowding at Guantanamo, where
more than 20,000 Cubans are

tieing held.
In Panama, U.S. officials said
they would ,try to make the
Cubans as comfortable as possible in their new surroundings,
which are within sight of tall cargo ships gliding through the muddy brown waters of the canal.
"The intent of this operation is
to ensure an orderly and safe
environment in which the Cuban
migrant population is protected
and treated with dignity and
respect," said a U.S. Army
statement.
But life here won't be easy.
The jungle is filled with
snakes, iguanas and mosquitoes,
and plagued by scorching sun and
daily rains.

•Congressional...
FROM PAGE 1
gess comes home in October and
the candidates are around. But
with the election being as late in
November as posgible, even if
you wait until Oct. 1, that's still
five weeks. And that's plenty of
time."
Tim Mulloy, Adkisson's campaign manager, says the Democrat is looking at spending
5500,000 on the race. McCarthy
said Lewis will spend "whatever
it takes."
The race has been in the
national spotlight almost from the
beginning.
The Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee in

At the turn of the century,
within thrs camp." said
malaria, yellow fever and other ,Greenwood.
diseases killed as many as 23.000' The camp complex is about
seven miles west of Panama City.
laborers who were here to dig the
50-mile canal between the AtlanPanama's foreign minister,
tic and Pacific, opened in 1914. Gabriel Lewis Galindo, emphasized that the Cubans would only
For the Cubans. Panama will
be allowed to remain six months,
be the latest stop on a journey
after which they must' be
that began in the shark-infested
Florida Straits and moved.on to relocated.
Where will they go then?
the confinement of Guantanamo.
"I don't have an answer for
Panama granted Washington
permission on Sunday to begin you on that," Greenwood said.
The U.S. military, with 11,000
flying in Cubans. Greenwood
said, he didn't know when the troops in Panama, has spent the
first' would arrive, but U.S. offi- past week clearing fields of high
cials have said it could be this grass and leveling areas for tents.
--tWeire • almost:ready," said
week.
"The Cubans arriving here Greenwood as a truck brought in
will be given free movement hundreds of aluminum cots. Sol-

•Cigarettes... existed between stress and
ship
Lewis on its Top

Washington put
10 hit list in July.
Then, the National Republican
Congressional Committee
announced that it as committing
$.58,600 in coordinated campaign
services to Lewis — the maximum allowed. He became the
first candidate this year to get
such a commitment.
The Democratic group immediately c,ountered, promising the
same amount to Adkisson.
"The intensity level in this
campaign has been a lot higher
than in a typical campaign," said
Mulloy.

FROM PAGE 1
liamson's top executives outlined
a proposed "Medical Communications Program."
Among Stungis' assumptions
was that "there is indeed benefits
associated with smoking along
the lines of.stressimastery." The
plan included setting up a "benefits research program" to examine the benefits of smoking, and
the information would be passed
on to doctors, the newspaper
reported.
Stungis said physicians
accepted the idea that a relation-

•Stadium...
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104 S. 13th St. Murray, KY
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Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

FROM PAGE 1
materials to redo the pressbox
with, now we need to raise
enough money to pay for them,"
Thompson said. "And we'd like
to get a little extra for some
future projects."
Thompson said the next area of
repair will be to'replace the carpet on the steps of the stadium,
which he hopes can be completed
this season. "We'd also like to
get a new scoreboard and reno-

SOME OF OUR BEST
CUSTOMERS COME
HERE LAST...
(Only to Find Out
We're First!)
Angel Adams - pharmacist

Glendale at WhItnell

753-4175

vate the bathrooms," he said.
"The stadium also leaks really
bad, so the concrete down underneath it needs to be sealed and
painted."
Thompson said that although
the entire project will take four or
five years to complete, it is well
worth the time and effort. "We
feel like the stadium is a community landmark, especially
when you think of how many
generations have played there,"
he said. "There's a lot of interest
in it, even back- to the 40s, and if
there's enough community interest, it could reallly be made to
look nice."
Tax-deductible checks for the
project can be made out to "Murray City Schools Foundation for
Excellence," with the words "Ty
Holland Stadium use only" written in the memo at the bottom
left of the check. Checks can then
be dropped off to Thompson at
Murray Electric System, Terry
Hart at Murray Lumber or Donnie Winchester at Raceway Auto
Sales.
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disease, and they might accept
the premise that smoking could
help some patients by relieving
stress.
"Smokers, through recommendations by physicians (directly or
indirectly) would respond to
smoking alternatives readily ...
e.g. switch rather than quit,"
Stungis wrote.
Those recommendations —
coming from a highly trusted
group, doctors — would help
push the company's message that
smoking can be beneficial.
Brown & Williamson had
gathered information even before
Stungis began putting together
the proposal that led the company
to believe that doctors might be
receptive.
In 1979 the company hired a
New Jersey advertising agency to
interview doctors about their attitudes toward smoking, the newspaper reported.
The doctors likely didn't know
that the information would be
used by a cigarette company. A
Feb. 22, 1979, memo said the
one-on-one interviews .would
help build a discussion guide for
later focus-group work.
Eleven doctors, who a March
1979 report from the advertising
agency to Brown & Williamson
said were recruited by the "Medical Society" and paid for their
time, were first asked questions
about nutrition and health.
Then the doctors were asked
whether they tried to get patients
to quit smoking, how successful
such recommendations were and
what diseases other than lung
cancer they believed were caused
by smoking. They also were
asked their reactions to the key
idea: that filters and reducing the
amount of tar and nicotine would
make cigarettes safer.
"It was generally well

FROM PAGE 1
Barlow was also in Murray to
visit with tobacco growers at the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Association office.
Many of the questions focused
on the proposed tax on tobacco
products.
"We've brought the proposed
tax rate down," Barlow said. "If
it does come about, it will be
about 40 cents on a pack of
cigarettes and a similar amount
on dark fired products including
chewing tobacco and snuff."
VW&
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received," the ad agency's report
said.
The report said, "No one totally rejected the idea. Three of the
internists and one surgeon said
that they would require strong
evidence such as patient data
over time before recommending
it to patients. Others readily said
that they would certainly use it
with those patients who couldn't
quit. Two others said that they
would only use it as a last resort
measure."
The plan built on a long industry tradition. For more than 40
years, tobacco companies had
tried to make doctors their partners in promoting smoking —
wooing them with ads in medical
journals and giving them cigarettes at conventions, the newspaper
said.
The plan was cynical but not
surprising, said Dr. Alan Blum, a
family physician in Houston and
founder of the anti-smoking
group Doctors Ought to Care.
"Brown & Williamson was
looking to do what every cigarette company was. doing at that
time," Blum said. "They were
looking for a way to exploit this
notion that low-tar cigarettes
were somehow safer.
"This is ridiculous, of course,
because tar is poison and inhaling
a little less poison is still bad for
you."

the camp, making them partly
responsible for its cleaning and
care. He said they could name a
mayor to represent them at daily
meetings with military officials.
The tents are built on concrete
floors, but surrounded by grass
that becomes a sea of mud in daily tropical rains.
His face bathed in sweat.
Greenwood concluded an openair news conference prematurely
Sunday after a thunderclap
ushered in a sudden rain shower
that turned grassy patches to
mud. Soldiers in camouflage
fatigues sloshed through the mud
to the cover of their tents.

Woman survives
10,000-foot fall
when parachute fails
QUEENSVILLE, Ontario
(AP) — A woman making
only her second parachute
jump plunged nearly 10,000
feet and landed on her back in
a marsh when her chute
malfunctioned.
Then she got up and apologized to her skydiving
instructor.
"It's the strangest reaction
I've ever seen," said Kevin
Killin, an instructor at the
Newmarket Skydiving School.
Sharon McClelland, 26, - of
Newmarket was making her
secynd parachute jump — her
first free-fall — when her
chute only partially opened
Saturday. She did not open her
backup parachute, but her partially open chute slowed her
descent enough to save her
life.
"If I really knew what was
happening, I don't think I
would have made it," she
said.
..McClelland was treated for
bruises and released.
"I had no doubt that some
great big angels were guiding
her down into a marshy area,"
said her father, Jack
McClelland.

Man's body found in Paducah creek
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
body of a Mayfield man was
found in a creek about eight
miles south of Paducah this
weekend, Kentucky State Police
said.
The body of David W. Neel,
27, was located Saturday under
Camp Creek Bridge, according to
state police at the Mayfield post.

Authorities were not sure how
long the body had been in the
creek.
State police said the body was
taken to Madisonville for an
autopsy.
The case is being investigated
by state police and the McCracken County coroner's office.

•Counties...

III Quest...

Sponsored by:

dam were laying out rows ol
tents and others dug holes for
fence posts amid the pounding of
jackhammers.
Greenwood said dozens of military police will guard the camps.
He acknowledged that conditions
were less than ideal for a refugee
faced with indefinite
confinement.
"Probably the biggest challenge will be to avoid the boredom," said Greenwood, who will
provide refugees with TVs and a
recreation center, as well as religious services and child care
classes.
He also said the U.S. Army
would try to involve the Cubans
as mtch as possible in running

Shell

cally different pictures of KenFROM PAGE 1
tucky's
two largest cities.
the -county in Somerset, Corbin
Louisville lost more than 9
and nearby Tennessee.
In the national poverty rank- percent of its population between
ings, eastern Kentucky is rivaled 1980 and 1992, and it has a large
by several Texas counties along number'of elderly people — 16.6
the Mexican border that have percent of its population. Among
large Hispanic populations. Also the nation's big cities, only St.
among the 25 poorest are South Petersburg, Fla., and Pittsburgh
Dakota counties with large Indian have a larger proportion of senior
citizens.
populations.
And income in Louisville is
In Kentucky, Woodford Counrelatively
low. The city's median
ty was tops in personal income
money income for
household
It
also
held
($23,493 per capita).
$20,141
— 70th among
1989
was
that position in the 1988 data
population of
with
a
77
cities
the
book.
Among Kentucky's cities and more than 200,000.
In Lexington, on the other
towns with 2,500 people or more,
hand,
the population grew by
in
one
of
two
places
the richest is
almost
14 percent. The city's
eastern Jefferson County, dependpercentage, 9.9, is
65-and-over
ing on which statistic you use —
the
low
end of the spectoward
either Hurstboume, first in per
household
median
trum.
And
its
capita "money" income
ranks
of
$28,056
money
income
($39,051), or Prospect, first in
cities.
the
77
big
28th
among
median household "moncy"
income ($78,098).
The comparison is somewhat
Money income is the figure misleading because Lexington
that families report to the Census includes all of Fayette County,
Bureau: personal income is the while the Louisville figures do
sum of wages, other income and not count suburban Jeffetson
government payments as calcu- County. Including all of Jefferson
lated by the federal government. County in the comparison
The new book paints dramati- reduces the disparity.
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Home-Cooked Meals Served

Tuesday-Saturclay
Lunch Buffet 11:30 a.m.-2 p.111,
Dinner Buffet 4-8 p.m.

CALL IN ORDERS: 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North • Murray
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SEALED MO PROPERTY

Grey's Properties has, by permission from the Cabinet For Human Resources, the rights
to seal bid the property located on Lakeshore Drive in the Pine Bluff Subdivision. The
house is a two bedroom,two bath cottage with 850 square feet of living space. There are
three lots, each is approximately 50 x 217.
Bids will bc accepted starting September 5, 1994 and ending September 15, 1994 at 100
p.m.
Terms: Each gid mutte accompanied by a good fait; deposit. Deed will be signed no
sooner than September 30, 1994.
The home can be previewed on September 10, 1994 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
The Cabinet For Human Resources has the right to reject any bids. .

CaU Michael Henson at Grey's Properties 759-2001 for details.
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FROM OUR READERS
Response to Royko column
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Dear Editor
In your newspaper today, Mike Royko had some comments and
questions that inspired me to make a response, As busy as I am, it felt
good to reli•Ond by throwing out a few suggestions, even though he will
never read it. My response, though, not all I have thought on the matter,
is as follows.
Well, Mr. Royko, I think you'er right about one thing - we'd never all
be praying the same way,for the same things, nor to the same god. But I
don't think that was the point of a moment of meditation, nor of a prayer,
when it was done.
I doubt if any of us want to be directed in a prayer that's not our own.
But that's the neat thing about a moment of silence - it's our own private
moment. And if it is just a minute to think of a nice thing to say that'll get
that "cute thing's" attention, OK. With all the parts of a day when a
student is told what to do and what to think, I expect one would welcome
a minute,to daydream.
Now, you aked,"why the teacher?" Well, I think that started because
the teacher was the one with whom we started our day and spent a large
pan of that day. Many parents have sent a prayer for the bus driver you
mentioned, but sure wouldn't want to see him or her lead the pupils in
anything but a safe trip!
As for the truant officers, I bet they've said not a few silent prayers for
the situations they've encountered; but I can't see them stopping in their
line of duty to ask the pupils to pray or meditate any more than the
engineer, crossing guard or school nurse. We do not expect them to
spend that much time with all pupils, which is pretty much (forgive me,
Mr. Royko)common sense. I won't even dignify the mauijuana dealer
suggestion with an answer.
I get the picture - the hypocritical thing you portrayed with rebelrousers screaming for prayer - but there may have been a time when a
small person took advantage of a minute's meditation to quickly ask God
to bring Daddy home for supper tonight. If you're thinking the child
could have done that anyway without a private moment set aside, try to
remember how peer pressure or just being busy got in the way.
Yep, most any kid who would actually pray at school,is already doing
that at home - great for them; and that's my belief of course, but it should
never be forced on anyone who doesn't believe the same. So,those who
are fortunate enough to know there is a God who hears them say "help
please","thank you","keep me out of the monitor's way",or"keep Mama
safe today" can incorporate their bit of spirituality into a school day. And
those who are not,are free to think their own thoughts - or possibly,just
possibly - find a new friend,through a friend,to listen in a day ofso many
cynics.
I would't be rash enough to say that that minute will make or break the
day, but I am afraid a budding spirituality (part of the whole person)
could be bashed by the bickering over it all.
Thankful for the freedom
to express these thoughts,
Patricia Ward,
Rt. 1, Hazel, KY]
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Dear Editor:
Our Forefathers established a government in 1776 thinking that
justice should be swift and fair to all people (this includes those left
behind to mourn the loss of a loved one or rebuild what was destroyed).
Today our laws provide all the protection possible for the criminal. NOT
those who have been harmed. It is called inhumane to put to death a
convicted killer.
How humane was he or she to the victim? And we, the people, are
punished because we now have to provide for his or her (the criminals)
-housing,clothing, food and health as well as his or hers hours of leisure
and recreation. I can't truly say I would welcome the sight of stocks or
whipping posts, but the results of the lack of swift and sure punishment
are far worse.
Conditions as they now exist make them or a similar mode of
punishment more acceptable. But,people would fall back on the humane
theory. If I know the cost of an item or consequences of an act, how can!
complain about it? If! go buy a car or any article I know the price before
and am not forced to buy but go ahead, then how can I complain.
The same with the law. If I know the consequences of an act, then I
cannot complain. If the person isn't capable of knowing right from
wrong, that is another thing.
I grew up in a family that believed and practiced the biblical command
"spare the rod and spoil the child". The rod was not spared but you know,
when!look back now over those years, I think of how much my parents
loved me -- to teach me the cost of wrong doing -- and I do not feel I got
one lick I did not deserve or that I resented.
The minions of the law are handicapped in their daily functions
because of the protection the poor misguided criminal needs. Evidence is
evidence regardless how it is found. Let us use a little common sense
instead of enacting laws in order to perpetuate our income.
We have the greatest, most wonderful country in the world. Let us
keep it that way. I am not an advocate for a dictatorship or a police stale,
but for the rights that a law abiding citizen should have.
Let us give back the authority to our law enforcement officers so we
can once again walk down any street or drive down any road,or set in our
homes as a family -- in peace and love. I remember December 7, 1941
and how angry we were. We worked together to destroy a common
enemy and we did ii Let us not forget those that gave us so much and like
they, let us stand up and be counted.
Pete Gunn, Jr.
106 East 12th Street
Box 487, Benton, Ky.
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PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Post Office delivers stupid idea
Let us once again consider the
strange workings of the bureaucratic mind. There are many businesses, big and small, that require
prompt mail delivery. Some live or
die by it.
One such company is Iroquois
Industries,on Chicago's South Side,
a label printing firm.
It advertises in catalogs, promising 24-hour order-filling, and most
of its business comes through the
mail or by fax.
"We depend on it," says Marvin
Gordon, who started the company
40 years ago.
"If mail is delivered late or it is
lost, we lose the order. If a customer
sends an order and he doesn't get the.
merchandise promptly, he cancels
the order.
"So slow mail or lost mail could
ruin us."
Considering the bleak reputation
of Chicago's mail delivery, it's surprising that Gordon hasn't been
eaten by ulcers or been plunged into
poverty.
"No, I saw what the problem
might be from day one,or at least 10
days after I opened.
"Right in the beginning, I saw
how the mail delivery didn't work
very well. It was being delivered
late or not at all. We found some
maill all burned up under a viaduct.
"Well, I couldn't survive that for
long, having our employees sitting
around all day and twiddling their
thumbs untis 3 o'clock when the
mail and our business orders might
or might not arrive."
So to prevent the early collapse of
his business,Gordon quickly started
using something called "firm Hold-

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
out Service,"
This means that as mail is being
sorted at his local post office, his
mail is put aside and he has it picked
up in the morning.
"We pay a messenger service to
pick it up at the post office and bring
it in every day. We've been doing
this, as I said, since we started about
40 years ago.
Currently, it costs Gordon about
S4,000 a year in messenger -fees to
get his mail. So in today's dollars,
he's probably spent about S160,000
to get prompt mail delivery over
four decades.
"It's a fact of life for us, and we
deal with it as best we can," Gordon
says. "We can't rely on the human
factor for the mail. It's something
we live with."
But a few weeks ago, Gordon
found himself reading a letter and
sputtering as his blood pressure
jumped.
The letter was from the Postal
Service. It was notifying Gordon
that if he wanted to continue picking
up his own mail, he would have to
pay an annual fee of about $400.
"I couldn't believe it," Gordon
says."It was outrageous. In order to
do what we've been doing for 40
years - delivering our own mail - we
were going to have to pay the for the

privilege, as well as still paying for
the messenger service. Either that,
or we'd have to wait for them to
deliver it. Then, of course, we'd be
out of business."
Gordon's reaction was shared by
businessmen all over the United
States, since it was new natioal
policy. Thousands of businesses
that pick up their own mail were
being told they would have to pay to
do so.
"What is incredible about this,"
Gordon fumed, "is that we make
their job easier. They don't have to
deliver our mail because we deliver
it ourselves. You would think they
would thank us. Instead, they want
to charge us."
We called a Postal Service
spokesman, and he confirmed what
Gordon said. Yes, their job is made
easier.
The spokesman said: "Actually,
when businesses pick up their own
mail, it's less work for us. It lightens
tha load for the carrier. We can
shorten the routes if there's a significant volume of businesses picking
up their own mail." Uh-huh. Then
why in the heck are you going to
charge them for making your job
easier.

"That is under review."
What does that mean?
"Well, it cans that a lot of people
were angry, so the order was rescinded and it is staying the way it
was."
A postal worker who actually handles mail put it another way: "We
know it was a crazy idea in the first
place, and the phones started nnging off the hook. Boy, was there a
backlash. People were really mad.
So they canceled the thing. But I
don't know why they'd do something like that in the first place."
Nobody could tell us which bureaucrat's daffy idea it was to charge
people for delivering their own
mail.
The spokesman said: "It is now a
moot point since the status quo
remains."
Actually, it shouldn't be a moot
point. If we are to survive as a
society, we should try to understand
the weird thought processes of the
bureaucratic noggin.
Somewhere, there is a person
with considerable authority who
thought something like this: "These
businessmen pick up their own
mail. That saves us work, which
saves money. So why don't we
charge them a fee for saving us work
and money."
A brain that works like that
should be thoroughly examined by
scientists.
But then it should be disposed of.
We wouldn't want a hunchback
named Igor stealing it and causing
even more trouble.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 30 — Le Monde, Paris, on the merger of Martin-Marietta
and Lockheed:
The merger (of) the American defense contractors Martin-Marietta
and Lockheed illustrates a new wave of share-takings, alliances and
buyouts unfolding in certain sectors of the American economy. These
billion-dollar operations are giving the big industrial groups of the
United States a world competitiveness lost over the past 20 years,
notably to the Japanese. ...
These operations have nothing to do with the spectacular takeovers
of the '80s. Today's logic is no longer financial, but industrial.
Groups are seeking to respecialize in their core work and are aiming
for more long-term profits. The rebound of the American economy
over the past four years is helping. ... The Clinton administration is
taking part in these marriages and is in many cases provoking them.
It's no longer the era of anti-trust policy, but of a more interventionist
industrial policy.

Aug. 31 — The Straits Times, Singapore, on Bosnia:
It may not yet be the feared clash of cultures, but the pussyfooting
of the "contact group" countries — the United States, Britain,
France, Germany and Russia — can easily convert the war between
Bosnia-Herzegovina's Serbs and Muslims into a proxy conflict
between the Christian West and the Islamic world.
So far, however, the Muslim countries have displayed commendable
restraint in the face of provocative strategies (like last weekend's farcical referendum) that seem to be designed to allow Bosnian Serbs to
consolidate what they have seized through violence and bloodshed. ...
But there can be no lasting peace if Bosnian Serbs can so easily
outgun the government. The United States has threatened ao lift the
arms embargo against Bosnia. It is time to act on that. Much of the
trouble can be traced to the Bosnian Serbs' conviction that the government is at their mercy, and that the Americans bluff is easily called.

What makes the South different?
In a chance conversation between
you and a visiting non-southerner,
how do you answer the frequent
question of what makes the South
different from other places? Here
are some short answers:
Atlantan Jim Auchmutcy nominates Moon Pies, rednecks, white
columns, kudzu, tailgating, and frequent uses of the phrase, "New
South." Georgian Ron Taylor's suggestions are redneck bars, fireworks, and fake-snow Christmases.
South Carolina Jeffry Scott offers
southern accents, but Mobilian
Celestine Sibley proposes southern
scents. Atlantan Bo Emerson thinks
of ugly dogs and Bubbas,but also of
a fragrant and resinous kindling
called "fatwood" from pine tree
hearts. Georgian Chris Verner proposes pickup trucks and red clay.
Transplanted Philadephian Tom
Opdyke suggests headache powders
and teetotaling, while a transplant
from Pitttsburgh, Drew Jubera, lists
double names, Goo Goo Clusters,
the military hitch, and the "fear of
Dixie" instilled in outsiders.
Miami's Paul Shea says we
shouldn't forget pink flamingos,
which reminds his fellow Floridian
Keith L. Thomas to recommend the
ducks in the Peabody Hotel. Alabamian Phyllis Perry opts for watermelons, while Floridian Kathy Hogan Trochcck is torn between fruitcake and, oddly, snowbirds.
Georgian Bob Dart favors soft
drinks, porch swings,Spanish moss,
and shrimp boats (shades of ForreM
Gump!).
Glenn Emery, originally from
Delaware, comes up with a single
but potent choice: snuff. South
Carolinian Martha Woodham likes
boiled peanuts, hot tin roofs, big
hair,and barefoot--all good choices.
Doug Kress, a Kentuckian, naturally leans towards mint juleps.
Arkansas-born
A.
Douglas

way of Montana, Rebecca McCarthy sees the South as garden clubs.
Los Angeles-reared Gary Pomerantz counters that it looks more like
football to him. From France originally, army brat Sharon Rowell is
fascinated by black step shows.
Former New Yorker Paula Schwed
sees country lyrics as the southern
hallmark, but Floridian Darryl Fears
finds spirituals more to his car.

SOUTIIERN SEEN

Larry McGehee
Syndicated columnist
Blackmon reminds us of shotgun
houses and Arkansas's popular
"King Biscuit Blues". Alabamian
Kay Williams Graves thinks of
"tabby"(an oyster shell-based concrete). South Carolinian Don O'Briant dredges up wood stoves, but
Atlantan Sibley Fleming talks about
"beating the heat".
Chris Wohlwend, out of Knox-yille, recommends okra, black-eye
peas, and iced tea, while Mississippian-Illinoisian Lee May adds collards and Atlantan Nancy Roquemore prefers chitlins. Floridian
Steve Dollar is drawn to oyster bars.
Alabamian Rand Cawthon is impressed by "mudbugs" (crawfish).
Atlantans, Beth Powelll dreams up
cafeterias and baton twirling while
Doug Cumming sticks to seersucker
suits which Georgians Kenneth Rolins (straw hats) and Evan Wilson
(bib -crverattv)
.top.
Savannah's Rodger Lyle Brown's
choice is fire ants. Michell J.

Shields, from Florida, Texas, Arkansas, and Georgia, prefers levees.
Georgian Gcrdeen Dyer favors first
frosts (hogkilling time, we used to
call them), but considers beauty
pageants,too. Mississippian Connie
Green links southerness with eating
dirt, but also with prayer meetings.
Floridian John D. Thomas can't
shake southern summer pests.
District of Columbia and Floridian Christina Chcakalos recalls
Christmas bonfires. As you would
expect of a New Orleans native,
Diane Loupe holds out for Mardi
Gras. Texan Donna Williams Lewis
pulls out "Juneteenth," often celebrated as Emancipation Day in
Texas. Jill Hancock Sabulis, who
grew up on Lake Murray in South
Carolina, advises us not to neglect
water-skiing. Anyone would guess
aright, from his advocacy of the
Shag (a dance), that Joe Earle is
South Carolinian.
Another South Carolinian, by

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Dallas-native Lea Donosky suggests southern Jews, while Mark
Silk, Massachusetts-bred, is awed
by the variety and abundance of
biblical place names in the South.
One of my personal favorites is also
that of Alabamian Cynthia Tucker:
funeral fans. Lastly, Atlantan Doug
Monroe, loyal to his city, opts for
the Cyclorama.
Few scholarly panels assembled
by major universities to analyze the
South can compete for definitiveness with this inventory of writers
and their favorite South-words. If
you have been hooked by this list,
you'll be delighted to know that this
is only the Table of Contents. You
can read at least two engrossing
pages of elaboration on each of
these value-laden words, written by
the best cadre of writers in the
South, most of them on the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution staff.
Allow them to elucidate. Ask for
Longstreet Press's True South,
edited by Jim Auchmutey and Lea
Donosky, in paperback for a cheap
S12.95. It's only been in the stores
two months, but I'm already reading
my copy for the third time.
Surely, there will be more to
come in a sequel. They left out
barbecue, cotton, peaches, court
houses, Elvis, stockcars, cemeteries, and grits.
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CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 6
Murray Lodipt A Timms will publish
an early edibon today with offic,. to
close at 11 a.m.
All schools in Calloway County and
Murray City closed today for Labor
Day holiday.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5:30
p
Stockade. Note change
from Tuesday to Monday.
Murray Stale University classes dismissed and administrative offices
dosed for Labor Day holiday.
Calloway County Public Library
dosed today fdr Labor Day holiday.
Murray City Hall dosed today for
Labor Day holiday. Police and firemen
on duty.
Calloway County Courthouse and
Annex closed today for Labor Day holiday. Sheriffs deputies on duty.
All post otliees closed today. No rural
or city delivery.
Shiloh Christian Assembly fellowship
and singing/7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's.
info/753-7663, 753-0251, or 753-8205.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m. •
Hazel Center/closed for holiday for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/closed for holiday for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Land Between the Lakes events
include KWW Arts and Crafts Show/10
a m.-6 p.m./Fenton area; City of
Stars/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center.
Info/1-800-455-5897.
Tuesday, Sept.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
First Presbyterian.. Couch/6 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30
am./Dexter Center.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Tuesday, Sept. 6
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Hardin TOPS Chapter Men's Night/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bereavement Support Group/4:30
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dees Bank of Hazel/
8:30-11:30 a.m. and Hillery'sCountry
Store at Crossland/1-3 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Women's Brown Bag Lunch/
11:30 a.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include UMW Executive meeting/9
a.m.; UMW genrel meeting/10 a.m.
First Christian Church events include
CWF II at Log Cabin Restaurant/10:30
a.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Kathleen Jones Group wiEtsie
Parker/10:30 a.m.; Dorothy Group wi
Chi Chi Miller/11 - a.m.; Bea Walker
Group w/Naomi Rogers/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray Moos. Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m., regular
meeting/8 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Girls Soccer/5 p.m. and Boys Soccer/7
p.m. at Reidiand.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and
1:30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Metropolis, Ill.
Casino,
I nfoil -800-935-7700.
Land Between the Lakes eyents
include City of Stars/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.

Ploilimports

VOLUNTEER
1-800-LUNG-USA

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Kappas will meet Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will open the new
club year with a salad supper at the home of Rita Henley on Tuesday,
Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will be Gail Hendon, Karen Isaacs and
Sue Allison. Department officers are Lynda Chaney, chairman, Dru
McKinney, vice chairman, Dorinda Craig, secretary, and Sondra Barnett, treasurer.

Free blood pressure checks given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Sept. 6, from
' noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore at
South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.
KIWANIS CLUB PRESIDENT BILL CALL, left, welcomes new members,
Louis Bernard and Jacque Watson, into the Kiwanis Club of Murray. The local club was granted its charter by Kiwanis International In 1961.
During the 33 years that Kiwanis has been In Murray, the club has
raised more than $60,000 for various needs of the community. Kiwanis
Club of Murray meets on Thursday at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, South
12th Street, Murray. Any one desiring more information about the club
should contact Call at 753-7870 or Harold Eversmeyer at 753-6505.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Sept. 6,
at 4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Officers for
1994-95 will be elected, and the constitution wiU be presented. Dues
of $10 per person are due at this meeting. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Camping club plans special dinner
A special reunion dinner of all persons who were ever members of
Good S'am and Twin Lakes Camping Clubs in this area will be Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Persons can have
the grand buffet or order from the menu. For more information call
Larue Wallace, 753-1353, or Dortha Jones, 753-4580.

Need Line needs more new items
Need Line is in need of special items for preparation of food
baskets for clients and for supplies for the school children. Pantry
items needed include crackers, instant potatoes, powdered milk, and
canned fruit. School supplies needed include two pocket folders plain,
two pocket folders with prongs, erasers, and pointed school scissors.
"Clients continue to need food baskets and school supplies," said
Kathie Gentry, executive director. These may be taken to the Need
Line office, located on the ground floor of Weaks Community Center.

Oaks'ladies
plan events
Wednesday

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 7.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Sue Veazy and Hazel Beale
as hostesses. Any one not listed
in the lineup but desiring to play
please call or come to be paired
.at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Aug. 31, have been
released by Bronda Parker, hostess, as follows:
BRIDAL
There was a tie for first place;
First place - Jan Ochoa, Anna
*4 REG
[
STAY
Lou Coleman, Bobbie Burks and
Bronda Parker;
Second place - Irene Woods,
Pier I Imports is pleased LaVerne
Claxton, Nancy Harto have Sheila McClure, grove and Mary Alice
Garner.
Phil-

bride-elect ofJamie
lips, join our bridal registry by choosing pottery
& decorative accessories.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Sesquicentennial Chorus plans rehearsals

BRITTNEY STUART-FALWELL, right, is congratulated by Kiwanis Club
president Bill Call after being awarded a $500 annual scholarship by
Kiwanis Club of Murray. Stuart-Falwell Is majoring In music and minoring in psychology at Murray State University. After graduation, she
plans to attend graduate school to pursue a vocation in either music or
counseling. Kiwanis scholarships are designed to keep funds In the
community. Recipients must have attended wither Murray or Calloway
County High School for four years and must attend Murray State. The
scholarshp is renewable if a GPA of 2.5 or better Is maintained.

A Sesquicentennial Community Chorus, organized Sunday, will
have its third rehearsal on Tuesday, Sept. 6, from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. This is being
organized to sing for the Court House Square Heritage Celebration on
Saturday, Sept. 17: The chorus is open to all who would like to sing
choral music popular in Murray within the 150-year period. Any one
who would like to a part of this celebration be at the library on Friday.
Other practice dates will be Sept. 8, 9, 12 and 16.

Pleasant Grove events listed
Two events of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church are
planned for Wednesday, Sept. 7. The Cordelia Erwin Circle will meet
at 1:30 p.m. with Clovis Brown as leader and Eula Mae Barnes as
hostess. The Bible Study and Sharing Group will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. at the church.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

Murray Country Club
ladies plan golf play
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 7, at 9:30 a.m.
Those unable to play or those
wishing to be paired at the tee,
please call Inus Orr at 753-8295
or Pro Shop, 753-9430, before 9

APIERKAN LUNG ASSOCIAT1ON•

The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Edith Garrison, Frances

'
4'&411ison9Pliptogfaphy

Richey, Rowena Cullom and Nancy
Haverstock;
Tee 3 • Margaret Shuffett, Freda
Steely, Peggy Shoemaker and Ann
Brown;
Tee 4 - Sue Outland, Cathryn Garrott, Rebecca Landolt and Mary
O'Day;
Tee 5 - Betty Jo Purdom, Frances
Hulse, Betty Stewart and Evelyn
Jones;
Tee 6 - Tonya Fike, Inus Orr, Betty
Lowry and Venela Sexton;
Tee 8 - Billie Cohoon, Billie Wilson,
Anna Mary Adams and Martha Sue
Ryan;
,
Tee 9 - LaVern Ryan, Louise Lamb,
Rebecca West and Rebecca !man.

Winners of play on Wednesday, Aug. 31, have been released
by lnus Orr and Billie Wilson,
hostesses, as follows:
Medalist - Beverly Noland;
Championship - Betty Jo Purilom, first, Betty Stewart, second;
First flight - Toni Hopson,
iirst, Freda Steely, second;
Second flight - Nancy Haver,iock, first, Ann Brown, second;
Third flight - Pattyc Claypool,
Billie Wilson, second;
Low putts - Edith Garrison.

EARN
6.00%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAIIABLE!!!
TAXI/MAIMED A\
KATE (a ARAVUEED
ONE YEAR.
EMIN
IMEWEN
l'HIAINGF:ti APPLY.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 6, at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Getting To Know You" will
be the topic to be presented by Pamela Dawes. This is a singles social
and ice breaker, an opportunity to learn more about the group and the
people who belong. Also dues will be collected. Officers will meet at
6 p.m. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,'support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.

Special meetings on Wednesday
Center for Accessible Living at 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray, sponsors special support groups. The A.A.
meeting open to disabled and nondisabled persons will be Wednesday,
Sept. 7, at 6 p.m. at the Center in Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray.
For more information call 753-7676.

Festival planned at Mayfield
The Second Annual Antiques and Folk Art Festival, sponsored by
Mayfield Tourism Commission, will be Saturday, Sept. 17. Applications are available at the Commerce Center, 201 East College St.,
Mayfield. Booths will be 10x20 and will be $25 each. For more information, contact Martha Babb, 1-502-247-6101, or Susan Seay,
1-502-247-4108.

r,

Cookbooks are now available
Anew shipment of the cookbook, published by Calloway County
Schools' Food Service Department, has arrived. Books may be purchased at any of the cafeterias in the school system or at the Board
office on College Farm Road.

Literacy Program seeks volunteers
The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help
adults
interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities also
1
exist for those interested in teaching English as a second language.
For further information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator, Calloway
County Adult Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center, Lowery
Building, phone 762-3163 or 759-1006.

New and used books being collected
West Kentucky Allied Services with offices in the Wcaks Community Center at 607 Poplar St., Murray, is collecting new and used books
to serve the low income families. All types of books are needed, but
especially books for children. For more information call Sue Chaney,
Outreach Social Worker at WKAS office, 753-0908.
Oka

FARM
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INVESTMENTS

of the Beauty Box
is back from maternity leave.
For an appointment please

Also Available As I.R.A.
••••••

'Wedding Memories That Last Forever"
• Call Today for an Appointment •

753.4703

Harry & Lance Allison •607 S. 4th St. • Murray• 753-8809

Bob
Cornelison

call 753-7132
Lucas Tanner Anderson

Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Murray, KY
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Orbie Culver, 89, Rt. 1, Dexter, died Sunday at 2:20 p.m. at his
residence.
He was a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were one son, Orbie Culver Jr., one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Walston, and three brothers, Lowell Culver, Jessie Culver
and Ivy Culver.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rubye I. Shoemaker Culver; two
daughters, Mrs. Doris Young and husband, Harold, Florente, Ala., and
Mrs. Nettie Ernstbcrger and husband, Thomas, Rt. 4, Murray; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Luzirene Culver, Calvert City; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Ola Culver, Murray; six grandchildren, Judy Atkerson, Benton,
LaNette Coburn, Columbus, Miss., Roderick Culver, Louisville, Greg
Culver, Calvert City, Stephen Ernstberger and Michael Emstberger,
Murray, and Marsha Prince, Memphis, Tenn.; 13 great-grandchildren;
Iwo stcpgreat-grandchildren.,
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Don Faulkner will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
( Monday).

Mrs. Neva Faye Garland Champion, 65, Murray, died Sunday at
2:49 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ.
Born July 11, 1929, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late John J. Garland and Verdie L. Morgan Garland. One daughter,
Mrs. Carol Champion Hayes, died Oct. II, 1991.
Survivors include her husband, Bill Champion, to whom she was
married on Nov. 8, 1947, in Murray; one son, Danny Champion and
wife, Mary, Smyrna, Tenn.; former-in-law, Mark Hayes, Netherlands,
Holland; two brothers, James E. Garland and wife, Charity. Murray,
and Euric Garland and wife, Polly, Murray; two brothers-in-law; Lloyd Champion, Murray, and Boyd Champion, Cadiz; four grandchildren,
Corey Garland, Smyrna, Tenn., Jason Hayes, Henderson, Tenn, Carrie
Hayes, Murray, and Joel Hayes, Netherlands, Holland.
Services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Virgil Hale and Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial
will follow in Bazzell Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to Green
Plain Church of Christ India Fund, Rt.2, Box 212, Murray, KY 42071
or to the American Cancer Society.

Henry T. Jones
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Henry T. Jones, 89, Rt. 3, Waynesboro, Tenn., died Friday at Perry
County Nursing Home there.
He was a retired machinist with Metro.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.Mary E. Jpnes; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Loaryne Rees, Waynesboro; three sisters, Mrs. Modatine Henderson, Guntersville, Ala., Mrs. Estillee Beaman, Apapoka, Fla., and
Mrs. Desiree J. Norton, Nashville, Tenn.; two brothers, C.W. Jones
and wife, Donha, Murray, and Carlos Jones, Jamestown, S.D.
Services will be Tuesday ,at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Eastland Funeral Home, Nashville, Tenn.

Mrs. Beatrice Enoch Harrison
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The funeral for Mrs. Beatrice Enoch Harrison will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
Xi!! officiate. Burial will follow in New Liberty Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Harrison, 81, Clinton, Mich., died Thursday at her home. Her
husband, Wright Wilson Harrison, died in 1954.
Sutvivors include three daughters, Mrs. Sandra Jean Pendleton,
Mrs. Sadie Jane Allison and Mrs. Susan Lane Schultz and husband,
Ronald; two sons, Michael Dale Harrison and wife, Karen, and Arnold
Wayne Harrison and wife, Diane; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Joan Weiss
and Mrs. Barbara Hoffman and husband, Bruno; four stepsons, Charles Harrison and wife, Lida, Ned Harrison and wife, Helen, Richard
Harrison, and Ronnie Harrison; 27 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Emma Lou Albin, Coldwater,
and Mrs. Johnie Marie Crass and Mrs. Doris Scarbrough and husband,
Buddy, Murray; two brothers, Pryor Enoch and wife, Margaret, Paris,
Tenn., and Gene Enoch and wife, Louise, Dearborn Heights, Mich.; a
brother-in-law, Raymond Smith, Mayfield.

MSU to salute MHS, CCHS
Sept. 8 at football game
Murray State University will salute Calloway County High School
and Murray High School at the
season home opener of the MS U.
Racers on Thursday, Sept. 8.
Murray State will take on Western Kentucky University at 7 p.m. in
Stewart Stadium.
This fall, the Murray State office
of school relations is devoting special attention to 24 regional high
schools by hosting "Racer Football
Nights" at home games."This program invites faculty, administrators,

students and their families from area
high schools to be our honored
guests at a designated home football
game," according to Jim King,
graduate assistant in the office of
school relations. Admission will be
free and advance tickets are not
required. Students, faculty, administrators and their families are asked
to enter the stadium thrugh gate 5.
Henry County High cheerleaders
are also being invited to attend in
uniform. They will have the opportunity to lead Patriot fans insheers.
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The Murray Post Office, in conjunction with the Sesquecentennial
Commission and the Murray Tourism Commision is offering a special
pictorial cancellation to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the city
of Murray.
The special cancellation, depicted below, can be obtained during the period Sept. 1 thru 17 by
either giving mail to the window
clerks at the main post office or
depositing the mail in the drop slot
in the main post office lobby that
has been designated for pictorial

cancellations during the period.
Inn addition, a postal employee
will be available at the Sesquecentennial store on the east side of the
court square from 10 a.m. to noon
on Saturday, September 17 in conjunction with the parade planned for
that date.
According to Murray postmaster,
Mark Kennedy,"the Norman Rockwell Special cancellation period has
just ended and we had more than
800 requests for that cancellation."
Kennedy said he expects this
cancellation to generate similar interest.

Dear Editor:
I would like to take this time, as Kirksey Ballclub President, to thank all
our 1994 sponsors:
Bank of Murray, Cargill Seed, Country Store, Dunkan's Sawmill,
Dennison-Hunt,Farmer's Choice, Farm Bureau Insurance, H.T. Markting,
Hutson Ag. Service,Inc., Kim's Car Wash,Inc., Murray Supply,Public Ice,
People's Bank, Racer's Coastal Mart, Roy's Pharmacy, Ryan Milk, United
Commonwealth Bank and Woodman of the World (Kirksey).
Special thanks also goes to S & H Pork Farm for donating the pork for our
end of the year picnic and trophy night. They do this every year and it is
greatly appreciated!
We had a great baseball season and realize we would not exist without
our local supporters. You are APPRECIATED by all who are associated
with Kirksey Ballclub Association.
Jimmy Joe Hale
Kirksey Ballclub President
1994 Season

lor lour Convenience Now Offer;

UPS Pick-Up
Ship Weekly Sr Save Money
!%1-1 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-F, p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
7c3-2180

Final rites for I.C. Dunn Jr. were Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis Miller and Wayne Williams officiated. Ernie Rob Bailey directed singers from University Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers were James A. Dunn, Marc Fain, Dr. Jay Wells, Jimmy
Puckett, Bobby Spiceland and Jackie Fain, active; Will D. Evans, Dan
Evans, Keith Brandon, Ralph Miller, Guy Spann, Leroy Eldridge,
Rudolph Smith, Robert BucY, Clifton Cochran and Richard Smith,
honorary. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Dunn Jr., 74, Murray, died Thursday at 1 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four door Tahoe package,s, burgandy with beige cioth, full
pastor, 36,000 miles.

1992 Cadillac Brougham
While with blue cloth, 26,000 miles. New Cadillac trade
1992 Cadillac Sedan DevIlle
Dark blue with blue leather, 52,000 miles. 1 owner new
Cadillac trade. •

1992 Chevrolet S10 Tahoe
V-6 engine, 5 speed, air, cassette, 22,000 miles, new truck
trade.

1992 Dodge Dakota Sport
V-6 engine, 5 speed, air, cassette, med. gray, with grey cloth,
30,000 miles.

1992 Dodge Stealth ES
37,000 miles. Automatic, sunroof, alloy wheels, bright blue
with charcoal leather.

1991 Cadillac Seville Fully loaded, 54,000 miles. White with burgandy leather. New
car trade.

1991 Pontiac Grand Am
41,000 miles. 1 owner new car trade. Air, cassette, grey with
grey cloth.

1991 Olds Calais
48,000 miles. Automatic, AM/FM cassette. 1 owner new car
trade.

1990 Ford Tempo GL
Full power. 1 owner, light blue. 60,000 miles. 1 local owner.

HOG MARKET

1990 Geo Tracker
Four wheel drive, silver with charcoal cloth, convertible.

information not
available today
due to the holiday

1989 Mercury Sable GS
Maroon with grey cloth, fully loaded.

1989 Chevrolet K5 Blazer
Dark blue with silver two tone. Hunting season is coming.

•

1988 Ford Ranger
Short wheel base, V-6 engine, automatic, air, 66,000 miles.

Investments Since 1854.

)i Buying
or
0- Selling
Stock?

•,/

1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
V-8, 50,000 miles, white with burgandy cloth, brougham
package. 1 owner locally owned.

1987 Chevrolet Camaro
IROC package, T-tops, new tires, 74,000 miles, red with
charcoal .1h

Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.
Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

4149
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Jaw PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
2420 E. Wood St., Paris
Geei
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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CARS
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1994 Mustang GT
Automatic, loaded. 1 owner. 3,000 miles.

74227

Au

We are proud to use .C),
recycled newsprint.

1993 Grand Am SE
2 door, V-6, automatic, power locks, tilt/cruise, ABS.

1992 Pontiac SunbIrd SE
4 door, automatic, P.S., P.B., air, power locks, AM/FM stereo,
ABS.

1990 Chrysler Lebaron Coupe

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

1993 Dodge Dynasty

For Auto &
Insurance.
Owners
Home

1990 Pontiac Sunblrd

Automatic, 4 door, P.S., P.B., power locks, tilVcruise, AM/FM
cassette. 1 owner.
Convertible, air, AM/FM cassette, power windows & locks,
power top, red, automatic.

Ross Insurance Agency
R011nie

Ross 8, Danny Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

•

Automatic, power windows, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette, trip
computer. 1 owner. Red.

TRUCKS
1993 Dodge Dakota LE

V-6, automatic, 17,000 miles. P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM cassette. 1
owner. X-fer warranty.

1992 Chevy K1500 Extended Cab Z-71
350, V-8, auto., power everything. 1 owner. 39,000 miles.
Black.

1992 Chevy K1500 Silverado Sport 4x4

350 V-8, automatic, power everything. 1 owner. 51,000 milest
White.

1992 Ford Ranger SWB
4 cyl., 5 speed, sport stripe, chrome wheels, slick truck, black.
39,000 miles.

1991 Ford Ranger XLT
4 cyl., 5 speed, P.S., P.B air, alloy wheels, 43,000 miles,
AM/FM cassette, blue.

1991 Ford Ranger XLT Club Cab
V-6, automatic, AM/FM cassette, P.S., P.B., air. 50,000 miles.
White.

1991 Chevy S-10 Blazer Tahoe
nolotoas Alvin York. nobble WIMan.Jams.Celemma,J.á
..ad Kahle York.

Nonnewitqr, Rabe Tart

When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay.
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

4 door, 2 wheel drive, 4.3 V-6, power windows & locks,
tilt/cruise. 1 owner. Red.

1991 Chevy S-10 Tahoe.
V-6, 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM Stereo, two-tone paint. 1 i
owner.

1992 Dodge Dakota Club Cab LE
V-6, magnum, automatic overdrive, tilt/cruise. AM/FM
cassette, air. 1 owner. New Dakota trade. Red.

1992 Chevy 2500 V-8
5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM stereo, sky blue. 31,000 miles.
Factory warranty
'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.''

Professional Peisonal Dedicated Service • Modem Facilities

UPS
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Our Best Investment Is You.
11

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
Jeep

Pane, Carisidaraiiimi
laminae. Company.

it.

High output V-6. power package, LS decor, aluminum wneeis.
5.200 milin

White with burgandy leather, 35,000 miles. 1 owner new
Cadillac,trade.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Daily Monday-Friday

1994 Chevrolet 510 Extend Cab

1991 Cadillac Sedan DevIlle

J.C. Dunn Jr.

Letter of Appreciation

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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SPORTS

Key plays from Kentucky
hurt Cards in 'Game One'

COLLEGE TOP 25
The Top Twenty Five teams m The Associated
Press college lootidi poll, with teal-place votes m
parentheses, records through Sept 3, total points
based on 25 points for a first place vole through
one point tor .25th place vole, and ranking in die
previous poll
Pts Pv
Record
1-0-0 1,465 2
1 Nebraska (23)
1-0-0 1,438 1
2 Florida (15)
1-0-0 1,413 3
3 Notre Dam. (10)
1-0-0 1,412 4
4 Florida St (8)
1-0-0 1,229 6
5 Miami (1)
1-0-0 1,205 5
6 Michigan (1)
1-0-0 1,140 8
7 Colorado
1-0-0 1,112 9
8 Penn St (1)
1-0-0 1,053 7
9 Arizona (2)
968 10
0-0-0
10 Wisconsin
962 11
1-0-0
11 Alabama (1)
878 12
1-0-0
12 Auburn
846 14
1-0-0
13 UCLA
702 17
1-0-0
14 Southern Cal
594 16
1-0-0
15 Oklahoma
593 15
1-0-0
16 Texas MM
512 18
1-0-0
17 North Carolina
497 20
1-0-0
18 Ohio St
482 13
0-1-0
19 Tennessee
426 19
1-0-0
20 Texas
352 21
1-0-0
21 Virginia Tech
183 24
1-0-0
22 Clemson
115 —
1-0-0
23 Georgia
111 25
0-0-0
24 Stanford
92 23
0-1-0
25 Washington
Others receiving votes Brigham Young 74,
32,
Kansas
36.
College
Washingien State 17, Boston
Kansas State 32, Muchigan State 31, California 30, Mississippi State 25. Baylor 11, Illinois 10, Kentucky 8,
Syracuse 8. Arizona State 6, Arkansas 6, West Virginia
6 Georgia Tech 5, Indiana 4, Utah 4, Iowa 2, Virginia
2 Western Michogan 1.

•

By CHRIS DUNCAN

'Cats a chance they couldn't pass up.
The Cardinals started their second-to-last offensive drive
at
their own Wafter another in a series of pinning punts
come
not
did
it
end,
the
In
—
(AP)
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
by Kentucky sophomore Nicky Nickels.
down to players or coaches, but plays.
Four plays later, Cardinal junior halfback Cal Arrington
Kentucky made them and Louisville didn't.
Louisville's locker room reverberated with the same tumbled in traffic and Kentucky sophomore Mike Scheltheme after Kentucky's 20-14 win over the Cardinals lenberger pounced on it. O'Ferral streaked into the end
Saturday at Commonwealth Stadium: the Wildcats outexe- zone seven plays later.
Louisville junior quarterback Marty Lowe. engineered
cuted them.
The Cardinals controlled the game on paper, outgaining the Cardinals to the Kentucky 31 in the final two minutes
the hosts 426-313; earning 10 more first downs (23-13) hut an errant, forced throw into the middle of the field
and running 80 plays to Kentucky's 58. But the Cardinals ended up in the hands of junior linebacker Dome' Key
sputtered when they entered Wildcat territory and with 19 seconds left.
Lowe outshined O'Ferral statistically but O'Ferral
altogether in the fourth quarter. •
Junior quarterback Antonio O'Ferral of Kentucky tied scored the winning touchdown. O'Ferral was 4 of 10 for
the game at 14-14 late in the third quarter when he 79 yards and a touchdown,pass in place of Wildcat starter
scrarnbled out of his collapsing pocket and lobbed a deli- Jeff Speedy, who left the game in the second quarter with
cate pass to senior flanker Clyde Redolph. The 5-foot-7 a separated shoulder.
O'Ferral appeared shaky when he first entered the game,
teceiver hauled in the soft pass and tiptoed down the sideline for the longest touchdown pass in OTerrars career. tumbling on an option pitch and completing just one pass
Aside from that pass play that ignited a record crowd of in Kentucky's first four possessions with him at the helm.
59,162, Kentucky's offense produced little against a stingy
Cardinal defense. Until the Louisville offense gave the MI See Page 7
AP Sports Writer

Kentucky's Antonio O'Ferral takes over for Jeff
Speedy as the Cats' OB.

Dearworth
leads MSU
at Auburn

Barry, Marshall
start with bang
in NFL openers
By BARRY WILMER
paid off by inspiring New York
AP Sports Writer
to a 23-3 triumph at Buffalo.
But the three other new coachA couple of guys who flourweren't so fortunate. Buddyes
Barry
ished in college football,
Ball flopped for Arizona as BudSwitzer and Marshall Faulk,
dy Ryan's Cardinals were beaten
made an immediate impact in the
by the Los Angeles Rams 14-12.
pros.
Norv Turner's Redskins lost to
A couple of certain Hall of
Seattle, which gave Tom Flores
Earners, Dan Marino and Joe
his 100th career coaching win,
Montana, kept on flashing the
28-7. And June Jones went
skills that make them legends.
through the agony of an overtime
Opening day of the NFL seagame as Atlanta lost 31-28 to
son saw Switzer ride the
Detroit.
immense talent of his Dallas
Tonight, the Los Angeles RaidCowboys to a 26-9 victory over
the Pittsburgh Steelers. It saw
ers are at San Francisco.
Cowboys 26, Steelers 9
Faulk carry the Indianapolis Colts
Ii.) their most impressive win in
This was supposed to be Pittsyears, a 45-21 rout of Houston
burgh's strongest team since its
that broke the Oilers' 11-game
four Super Bowl champions of
regular-season winning streak.
the 1970s. Instead, the two-time
Marino, back from the worst
defending champion Cowboys
injury of his illustrious career, looked every bit the powerhouse,
had one of his best days, thrownot missing a beat with Switzer
ing for 473 yards and five touchin charge instead- of Jimmy
downs to lift Miami past New
Johnson.
Emmitt Smith ran for 171
England 39-35. And Montana,
hack in the Superdome, remained
yards and a touchdown and Troy
perfect in the building by leading
Aikman hit 21 of 32 passes for
Kansas City over New Orleans
245 yards, many on timing pat10-17.
terns to Michael Irvin, who made
Switzer wasn't the only coach
eight catches for 139 yards. The
to make a successful debut. The
host Steelers never had a chance.
Jets' Pete Carroll showed a willingness to gamble early and it • See Page 7

Lady Racer senior
earns all-tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State middle hitter Sarah Dearworth garnered alltournament honors at the War
Eagle Invitational in Auburn,
Ala., this weekend.
Dearworth, a senior from
Cabot, Ark., recorded 27 kills
and 11 aces in leading the Lady
Racers toga 1-2 record in the
season-opening tournament. Fellow senior Elizabeth Spomer
notched 20 kills while newcomer
Shelly Juenger added 16 kills for
Murray State.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Times photo

TWIST OF FATE: Murray State defensive end and all-America candidate Anthony Hutch (89) is
questionable for Thursday's home opener against Western Kentucky after twisting his knee in the
fourth quarter of last Thursday's 31-15 win over Eastern Illinois.

Coach Brenda Bowlin's squad
began the season and the tournament with a 3-0 loss to Indiana.
The Lady-Racers then responded
with a 3-0 victory over Southern
Mississippi before dropping a
hard-fought five-game match 3-2
to host Auburn.
Murray State next plays Stephen F. Austin at the Graphic
Systems Classic in Memphis Friday. The Lady Racers' first home
match will be Sept. 13 against
Ohio Valley Conference opponent Tennessee State.

If owners cancel baseball, will anyone care?
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
end of baseball as we know it is
still scheduled for Friday, but
the question might as well be
asked now: Why wait?
With the NFL out of rehearsals and opening once again to
blockbuster reviews, America's
national pastime has already
passed that time of year when
anybody much cares about it.
As Mike Ditka, the ex-player
and coach who went on to
become an NFL analyst and
cultural icon, never tires of
reminding us, people move on.
And judging by the mood at
Three Rivers Stadium on Sunday, most of them have already
moved on to football.
This time, though, it looks
like fewer and fewer will be
moving back when — if —
baseball resumes.

"I'll admit it. For the first
12ouple of days after the strike,
things were dry," said Jonathan
Siegal, a 30-something banker
taking in the Dallas-Pittsburgh
opener. "But now we've got
lootball. So who cares?"
And not even the thorough
26-9 beating the Cowboys
administered to his beloved.
Steelers was going to change'
his mind.
"Let 'em cancel the season.
I'm sick of baseball. I'm sick of
the owners. I'm sick of the
players. And I'll tell you
what," Siegal added, a glint
now in his eye, "if that World
League of American Football
,Aunes back in the spring, I
won't care if baseball does,
too...
That might be a little
extreme, but you get the point.

JIM
LITKE
AP

Columnist

a normal year, even the
football-obsessed fans will
,interrupt their September-toJanuary reverie long enough to
catch some of baseball's postsk.‘ason. But this year, with no
pennant races and the store of
goodwill that a magical season
had built up already squandered, baseball is dropping its
claim to even that small corner
of the sports fan's limited
attention.
One indication of how bad
In
most

things are: A reporter called
acting major league commissioner Bud Selig at home in
Milwaukee to find out if the
owners still planned to cancel
the remainder of the season
unless an agreement was reached with the players by Friday.
He was told to call back. The
reason? Selig was watching the
Vikings-Packers game on
television.
And this is what Selig said
when he finally took the call:
"It's strangely and sadly
quiet."
Maybe from where he was
sitting, but that was the
exception.
Where NFL commissioner
Paul Tagliabuc was sitting,
which just happened to be
Three Rivers Stadium, things
were up for grabs. And had

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING tr
Open Mon Fn 75, Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

been for several hours.
In a scene that was surely
replayed in every city (except
Anaheim) where the NFL
debuted, the parking lot here
began filling up at noon with
tailgaters for the 4 p.m. start.
By kickoff, the crowd inside
was 60,156. That included more
than 300 standing-room-onlys
and constituted the third-largest
crowd ever in this sports-mad
town.
Holding court in the back of
the press box lunchroom,
Tagliabuc did his best to hide a
smirk when someone asked
what impact the baseball strike
was having on the NFL. His
sport has a salary cap in place
until the year 2000 and an
almost-unlimited future. But it
was only last .year that football
was beset with the same kind of

labor problems now bedeviling
baseball, basketball and hockey.
"The value of getting labor
peace," Tagliabue said, "is
very, very beneficial."
He could have been referring
to the $1.6 billion Fox paid to
jump on the NFL's bandwagon.
Or the fact that the league's
preseason ratings were the highest irt-five years.
Or that for the foreseeable
future, the airwaves and newspaper pages, devoid of baseball,
will be filled with breathless
accounts of Delon Sanders'
odyssey, Buddy Ryan's apocalypses, Barry Switzer's quest
to win friends and influence
people, etc.
Or even the fact that while
baseball can call itself AmcriII See Page 7

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Horne Stereo DealerI1CII'
• ILI. h, •('no., • 11,1d,r • ToshibaP
.
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AUDIO/VIDEO
SOS Coldwater Rd., Murray
759-1835
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BRIEFS

FROM PAGE 6
"Me Dallas Cowboys woo
babas( they are a team - said
Sisiuer "They're not selfish
We do *hat got us he "
Which usually means going to
he
Smith as often as posssbk
carried the ball 11 times and had
three receptions
"We knew there probably
would be hell to pay if we didn't
win," said Smith. who had 110
yards by halftime. "Despite all of
the distractions, we're a team
that's very determined. Thc Cow-boys are fine. Were fine. Just
leave us alone and quit trying to
tear us apart"
Dolphins 39, Patriots 35
In a shoolout reminiscent of
the wild AFL days. Marino was
the one left standing in the end,
outdueling Drew Bledsoe five
touchdowns to four.
The last one, a 35-yarder to
Irving Fryar on fourth down with

Jordan ends baseball soason hitting .202

f
9

Ht.'NTIVILLE. Ala IAP) - Machold kudos west 0-for-4 is the
(owl guar of his first pro baseboll seems set coda(' the year bat
one 302
The ll• year-old baseball rookie sad (onset NBA star had throe
homers, 51 RBIs and 10 stoke bases for the Omar) What Sol •s
Doeble-A affiliate in Birmingham. Ala loedaa is eapected to con
mole playing baseball in the Arizona Fall League, which begins
()Li fi

Davies loading LPGA's Rail Classic
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SPRINGFIELD, III (AP) — Laura Davies overpowered the
par-51 to extend her lead to four strokes after the second round of
the Rail Classic
Davies, the LPGA tour's money leader with S615,811, had a
6-under-par 66 for a 13-under 131 total
Kim Shipman and Suzanne Strudwick were tied for second, four
shots back.

Mays give Kidd nine-year, $60 million deal
DALLAS (AP) — The Dallas Mavericks signed All-America
guard Jason Kidd to a nine-year contract reportedly worth about
S60 million.
The 6-foot-4 Kidd, who turned pro after his sophomore year at
California, was selected second overall in the NBA draft last June.
Kidd, 21, averaged 14.9 points, 8.4 assists and 5.9 rebounds in
59 collegiate games.

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Michael Carbajal, a former WBC and
'IBF junior flyweight champion, was arrested on felony charges
related to a shooting at a weekend party he was told to.leave.
Carbajal, who lost the titles to Humberto Gonzalez in a 12-round
split decision on Feb. 19, allegedly fired a dozen shots into the air
after he was denied entrance to the party.
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Unser Jr. takes flag in Vancouver race
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — Al Unser Jr. raced off
to his third straight victory in the Vancouver Molson-Indy.
It was Unser's eighth victory of the season. Unser averaged
89.166 mph in his Ilmor-powered Penske, finishing 2.24 seconds
iahead of Robby Gordon.

•Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 6
He continued to struggle in the
third quarter, fumbling two more
option pitches and completing
just three passes. The third one,
though, was the game-tying bomb
to Rudolph, who ran the wrong
pattern but got open anyway.
O'Ferral admitted being nervous when Speedy left the game.
"When I saw Jeff get up I I
knew I had to go in and I went to
grab my helmet," said O'Ferral.
"When I went in, it was a blow
to my ego starting out and I
didn't have a lot of confidence."
Kentucky's real star was fullback Damon Hood. The senior
rushed for 108 yards on 13 carries, passing the 1,000-yard mark
for his career. The Wildcat
defense also deserved credit,
pouncing on Louisville's three
second-half turnovers.
Penalties and missed opportunities also hurt Louisville's
chances. An illegal block cost
them 15 yards on a first-and-goal
in the third quarter — the result
was the second of two missed
field goals by sophomore kicker
David Akers. The first was a
22-yarder in the third quarter

IN Baseball...
FROM PAGE 6
ca's pastime, survey after
survey shows that pro football
has become "America's Passion" — which, not coincidentally, is the centerpiece of the
marketing campaign the NFL
has launched to celebrate its
75th season.
Anybody still have doubts?
"I think football has always
owned this town," said Dallas
Cowboys center Mark Stepnoski, who played his college ball
at Pitt.
"But maybe I'm not the right
guy to ask because I'm not really a big baseball fan to begin
with. The only strike I'm really
worried about," he added, "is
hockey."

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF
0 0 I 000 45
1
indianapols
1
Marro
0 0 1 000 39
0 0 1 000 23
1
NY Jets
0 1
0 .030 3
Buffalo
New England
0 1
0 .000 35
Control
1
0 0 1 000 28
Cleveland
0
000 20
0
Cirionnat
1
000 21
0
Houston
1
0
0
000 9
0
Pittsburgh
1
West
0 0 1 000 30
1
Kansas City
0001-37
0 0
1
San Diego
0 0 1 000 28
1
Seattle
000 0
LA Raiders
0 0 0
0
1
0
000 34
Denver
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Emit
W I T Pct. PF
1
0 0 1 030 26
Dallas
N V Giants
0 0 1.000 28
1
000 12
Ar bora
0
1
0
000 23
0
Philadelphia
1
0
0
Washington
1
0
000 7
Central
1
0 0 1 000 21
Chicago
Detroit
0 0 1 000 31
1
Green Bay
0 0 1 000 16
1
kinnesota
0 .000 10
0 1
Tampa Bay
0 1
Q .000 9
West
1
LA Rams
0 0 1.000 14
San Francisco
0 0 0 .000 0
0 1
0 .000
Atlanta
New Orleans
000 7
0
0 1

DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP) — Bill Elliott ended an improbable
string of NASCAR futility, sweeping past Dale Earnhardt to win
the Southern 500 at Darlington Raceway.
Elliott's Ford Thunderbird finished with an average speed of
speed of 127.915 mph.

ior

75S-9627

•

after Shawn Jackson dropped a
certain touchdown throw from
Lowe.
"There were a lot of things
that occurred that prevented us
from winning the game," said
Louisville coach Howard Schnellenberger. "We didn't make the
plays. The two interceptions and
two missed field goals were back
breakers."

21•

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

753-4461

17
34
7
0
37
PA
9
23
14
28
28
9
28
10
16
21

Sunday's Games
Detroit 31, Anent& 28 OT
Cleveland 28 Cincinnati 20
Indianapolis 45 Houston 21
Kansas City 10 New Orleans 17
Green Bay 16 Minnesota 10
New Yoh Giants 28. Phoade(ha 23
Seattle 28. Washngton 7
Chicago 21, Tampa Bay 9
Los Angeles Rams 14. Arizona 12
Dallas 26 Pittsburgh 9
Mien 39, New England 35
New Vork Jets 23. Buffalo 3
San Diego 37. Denver 34
Monday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders at San Francisco, 8 pm
ABC)
Sunday, Sept. 11
Buffalo at New England, noon
Detroit at Minnesota, noon
)ndianapolis at Tampa Bay, noon
Los Angeles Rams at Atlanta. noon
Warn vs Green Bay at Milwaukee. noon
Pittsburgh at Cleveland noon
San Francisco at Kansas Coy. noon
Cinannan at San Diego 3 pin
Denver at New York Jets, 3 p in
Houston at Dallas. 3 p m iNBC)
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders, 3 p m
Washington at New Orleans, 3 pm
New York Giants at Anzona. 7 pm (TNT)
.
Monday, Sept. 12
Ch.cago at Philadelphia 8 pm IABC)

0
1 16)111.1111
*
1110
White Glove Detailing
and
Love's Auto Repair

MON. - FRI. 8:00 - 5:00 • SAT. 9:00 - 4:00
•

12
0
1
;0

I $10.00 OFF

$5.00 OFF
Any Detail
Service

I I
I I
a

Full Service
Detail

I.

Goff
$3.00
9 Holes
$5.00
18 Holes
Weekends & Holidays
$4.00
9 Holes
$7.00
18 Holes

Sceetiveut
Par 3 Golf
Center
Sports
&
• Golf Lessons Available •
Practice Range
$1.75
Miniature Golf

Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
50e
Batting Range
N. 16th St., Murray

753-1152

NO
Gimicks, Games or

Bud & Bud Light

contests

12 Packs • Bottles or Cans

JUST

Old Fashioned Bible Preaching, Praying and Singing

$749

AT

Sunday School
Preaching

Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
(Next to Human Resources Bldng.)
Murray
Sun. Eve.
10:00 AM.
Wed Eve,
10:45 AM.
Panda Hag Pastor

5:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

Miller Light &
Miller Genuine Draft

Dr. James M. Byrn
announces the association of

Dr. David Jaco
Seagratti's
Coolers
a

Ice Draft &
Ice Diet Light

Highway 641 South

in the practice of Optometry
106 North Sixth Street
Murray, Ky. • 753-2842

4

404 N. 4th
MURRAY,- KY
759-2200

SUBSCRIBE

.a/A....0•••••.—wdaw
—AAA,

20
28
45
26

•

•

Read the classifieds

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rental',
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

PA
21
35
3
23
39

Chargars 37, Broncos 34
At Denver, John Elway
couldn't lift Denver to victory
and handed the Chargers three
critical turnovers
Stan Humphries threw three
touchdown passes and linebacker
Junior Seau recovered a bizarre
fumble by Elway in the waning
seconds. The San Diego defense
converted two interceptions into
touchdowns, including safety
Stanley Richard's 99-yard return
for a score on the final play of
the first half.

(CABOOSE SPECIAL)
Buy 2 Chili Dogs &
Receive A Free Soda
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Tues.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p
•
Downtown Murray
Mondays Only 10a-2:30p
coLoor MAI aCCO,TVan y order Expires 9.30)-9.4

Jane Rogers Ins.
-See me tor all your tamily insurance needs.'

Boxer Carbajal arrested for firing gun

regulation
Barry Sanders rushed for 120
yards on 27 came% and Scott
Mitchell threw for three TDs for
host Detroit The Falcons got
career highs of 14 catches for 191
yards. plus two touchdowns, from
Andre Bison. Jeff George was 29
of 37 for 281 yards and three
touchdowns.

LOOSE BRUCE HOTDOG CABOOSE

RD
SCOREBOA
Sponsored By

Elliott beats out Earnhardt for Southern 500

ri

1 19 renaming ai Pt4iami. gest'
Todd Lyght taught a tumble.
Fryer 211 yards and tam *ores
by Arizona's Larry Centers on
That was just enough to ()Met the fly and returned it -74 yards
Bledsoe's 32 of 51 passing for los a tow hdown Ito the host
4:1 yards with two interLeptions
Rams, who drew only 32,969, the
"Dan is ban." Dolphins .inallest crowd ever at Anaheim
coach Don Shula said "All week
stadium
I've never seen him more intense
Saahawks 28, Rodskins 7
than he's been this week This
Al Skashington. Terry Wooden
game probably meant as much as ran an interception back 69 yards
any he has played in for a
for a TD and recovered a fumble,
while"
while Chris Warren rushed for
100 yards.
Rams 14, Cardinals 12
Turner saw an ugly perforHey, Buddy, what happened?
mance from his new team.
The Cardinals outgained the
"Turnovers, major errors are
Rams 230 yards to 152 and had
the ball for 38:22. But they lost
what decided the game," said
in Ryan's return to head
Furner. "If you turn the football
o‘er — we had three, they had
coaching.
none — you're going to lose."
ityan remained upbeat, though.
"I have no question about the
Lions 31, Falcons 28, OT
team," he said. "We have some
Jason Hanson didn't let a
.ramp bother him, kicking a
people on the team who know
how to win and have won. It's son\
37-yard field goal ta win it. Hannot like we were playing the Dalgot thee cramp w n he made
las Cowboys out there today."
a tackle on the last .ckoff of

An American Company Serving America
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
MIMI?, Ask
$11.00 Column inch

'
1M

4111 Oacieers Mal am.
111% Maeount Iam
(I .1 AA WISo NM I
61 7S per column Inen extra tot
Tuesday Mopping Guide).

BIKEiSLALil

.ega Nonce
Notice
Personois
Cora of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Fo,jnia
FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
4Cs0
550

Ycrd Sale $7.50 Prevail
A 82.69esewAll be secaulted to maks
any changes to ad cosi dockans.

Form Equipment
livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Prockice
Feed & Seed

ImPiOyf.41 NI
Heap Wonted
Domestic & Chlacore
Situation Wonted
Bum's' Opportunity
Instructicc

2E0
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
MObile Home Lots for Pent
Busness Rentals
•
Want To Pent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Pent
For Pent or Lease

troths

ANNUAL Labor Day OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Weekend Sale! Sat, Sun & Open 5pm
Closed
Mon discounts to 50% The Mon -Tues Pizza, salads
Hitching Post in Aurora hot sandwiches, gyros &
474-2266 bread sticks Dine-in or
Phone
carry out 474-8119 or
9am-9pm
1 800-649-3804

p..)54.:ItictaWpm•gat Jou

ALLIANCE

CALLER I.D. 753-5865.

,4
ff',Ugly Duckling

CANCER
INSURANCE

Locations Coast to Coast

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

foorioasallIFIFIFITCoomaamaa-ao

'Ire° local

claim

servos'

Have You Ever Wondered?
050

Can I maintain my own
hands and grow beautiful
nails naturally?

Lost
And Found
LOST Black short haired
male cat wearing pink flea
collar near 8th & Sycamore
7515192

YES YOU CAN!
Through affordable & theraputic hot wax
treatments. Naturally beautiful nails are
just a phone call away!

LOST Near Doran Rd,
2mo old female Boston Ternor, (black & white)
753-4464

Fringe Benefits
4ND

753-1137
ZIE
Life is worth a few Fringe Benefits.
*Watch For Our Upcoming Fall Spectacular

nen
Help
Wanted

tjjI I 220062122220110000001102...

te

ATTENTION Musicians
Sales positions available
No retail experience neces
sary Call 753-3682 Mon
Fri 10am-5pm to schedule
interview

*of tit iv
Fisher-Price
4-r,,

Cftc
'
st

AVON! Earn money with
Avon 1-800-847-5338 for
your starter kit

P
S
/

stlryzas.

Ho] Ho l Ho! Merry Christmas!! Christmas in summer?
For employees at Fisher-Price it is They are busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season.

CONSTRUCTION help
wanted, North Tennessee
& Western Kentucky area
Capenters $12 95/hr, laborers $6 25-$7 17/hr
Seqd recent resume with
worlOkstory to Personnel,
PO Bo)c 1802, Murray, KY
42071

Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

All New in Hazel

492-6111

Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

Murray@stateuniversityL/ offers Community Education
courses...
g lixl@fitai ad A -ademic MGEfi
For Personal and Professional Development
GRANT WRITING I
6-9 p.m
September 8 & 15, 5195/person

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
5:30-9:30 p.m.
November 7, 595/person

GRANT WRITING II
Arranged, $250 / person

HOW TO MOTIVATE EMPLOYEES TO
MAKE THEM FEEL APPRECIATED
5:30-9:30 p.m.
September 29, $95/person

RUNNING THE PERFECT MEETING
5:30-9:30 p.m.
September 22, 1994, $95/person
HOW TO COPE WITI1 -DIFFICULT PEOPLE"
6-9 p.m.
October 5 and 12, 595/person

For more informtion: Contact John B. Griffin,
MSU's Office of Community Education, 207
Collins Center, 762-2160 or 1-800-669-7654

MUrray0StateUrliVerSity7
offers Community Education courses...
(En.'inui g PM%MA- d mic Oul ae

For Personal and Professional Development
LOTUS 1-2-3 ver. 2.2
Mondays, 6-9 p.m.
September 12-October 3
$90/Person

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Thursdays, 7-9 p.m.
October 6-November 10
$30/Person

BEGINNING WORDPERFECT ver. 6.0
Mondays, 6-9 p.m.
(1st session) Oct. 10-31
(2nd sessio* Nov. 7-28
$90/Person

CONVERSATIONAL RUSSIAN
Mondays & Thursdays, 6-8 p.m.
September 12-November 21
690/Person

BEGINNING PAGEMAKER ver. 5
Tuesday, 5-8 p.m.
September 13-October 4
590/Person

55
60
65
70

so

95
200
210
220
240
260
380

For more information: Contact John B. Griffin,
MSU's Office of Community Education,
207 Collins Center, 762-2160 or 1-800-669-7654

Advedisen are requested to
check Mit est Insertion of
Mee ads tor any error. Murray
Ledger & &roes we be responsible tor onty one incorrect inserlton. Any
no
shouid be reported Immedt°tory so corrections can be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

•ArtMc
Wle
asntFa
To So
BuY
ie
Appliances

Home
Fufi
Antiques
in s
Vocuum Cleaners
Sewing Mochnes
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscol
Misceiioneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-Fit. 8 o.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

• D000tirwbs ass 2 days
hi odyancei

150
Articles
For Sake

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES,
LADIES, STUDENTS
and anyone nterested in
rnakire extra money from
home in your
spare time Fun
easy and exciting Fast
groynng, eel known
Tennessee company No
experence Of irnestrnent
required
Call Now 1-1100600-5303.

FRANCHISE Mayfield
Paducah Fulton Benton
Mame TN, Paris TN & Na
tionwide 753-1300

4- 15 JEEP wheels Broyhill twin sleigh bed & Broyhill blanket chest Broyhill
pie safe 1 old oak chest 1
oak rocker 437-4319 or
437-4616 after 6pm

Computers

BOGARD trucking and excavating. inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

COLOR PRINTER, $175
502-753-7001.
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARGER & FASTER ONE.
CALL HAWKINS RE
SEARCH FOR DETAILS
ANYTIME, 502-753-7001.

Fisher-Price

REFINISHING workers
needed. Ginger's Antiques,
Hazel, KY.
WANT 8 ball players for
league play BCA sponsored Breaktime Billiards,
759-9303
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now, no experience
Free supplies, free information No obligation. Send
SASE to. VISTA- Dept
79, PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906.
EXPERIENCED irrigation/
landscape personnel References required Apply in
person Hoffman's Nursery
FULL-time sales-person
male or female, color &
design awareness preferred Salary by the hour or
commission Reply to PO
Box 332, Murray, KY
42071

Mw -. --

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 co)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq.
Hale Road r4;011 on Sq Hata Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

753-0466

P.O. Box 1033

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Start rate of pay is $5.44 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 day& Please
apply only if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose 'work is child's play.'

ACIAtte
Almostea4 nuve-Tx •

We have outstanding management opportunities available. We are seeking
highly motivated enthusiastic individuals
WI 1-5 yrs. restaurant or other supervisory
experience. We will give you the opportunity to grow rapidly with our co. & train
you to manage a million dollar business.
We offer:
$15,000+ trainee salary+ bonus plan.
$20,000+ w/experience+ bonus plan.
Advancement opportunities
Group insurance/paid vacation
If you are looking for an established co.
with growth potential & you're ready for a
new challenge, call our personnel office
for an appointment 501-735-6113 or send
your resume w/salary history to: 4 Paton
Place Marion, AR 72364

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue," basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Apply to.
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opportunely Employs/

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Se stem er 11
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 10, 1994.
COUPON

'

1.•

•• •

•

070
Domestic
& Childcare

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

WILL clean houses Experienced, reasonable rates
527-2236 or 527-5738
WILL do babysining in my
home Experience, references 759-4490
WILL sit with elderly or sick
Call 753-4590 for
information

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted 1-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

Enclosed is $7 00 1s1 picture $500 each additional picture
and stamped, self-address envelope for return of picture
a

•

Hayley Danielle Erikson
Grandparents
Craig & Xaren Covert
Joyce King
Danl King
Send photo lames of grajosiparenta_ name of child
(maximum of 4 lineal aelf•addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to,

Bring in bg September 7
(12 noon) to be published
September 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
•

••••••••••.••••••••••"........•
•

Murray

CONCERT ticket Eagles
Lawn seat, Sept 27th $90
759-9906

CRAFTS wanted for
large craft 'mall downtown
Paducah. For more inforDEERSTANDS, rack atmation phone Cheryl at
tack, mineral & licorice
502-554-5986
or
blocks for sale Keith's
GOLDEN Flake Snack
502-575-0259.
Foods seeking aggressive PC REPAIR- UPGRADES- Lawn & Tractor, 80 E Main
DATA entry operator, full- motivated person for route TRAINING AT YOUR LO- 759-9831
time Send resume to: PO sales position Experience CATION. HAWKINS RE- EXCELLENT condition
804, Murray, KY helpful but not necessary SEARCH, 753-7001.
Box
Nintendo set. Includes con42071.
Call 753-4223 between
trollers, gun & running mat,
2-4pm Sat & Sun if no
plus 4 extra games, $150
DO you need a GED? Do
answer leave message
firm! Call 753-0896 after
you need hope for the fu9am & before 9pm
ture and help to get a solid HOUSEKEEPER Must
career? We have 22 JOB have own transportation
ANTIQUES by the piece o
FIREPLACE insert, Ashley
openings for people 16 thru Excellent pay Call with re- collections 753-9433 day
model AH11-B, like new
21 that are not full time NO, ferences 753-2667
or night
condition, used only 2'6
school students. Caliwinters, $600 (72 of todays
753-9378 Five days a week NOW hiring. Day shift only. CASH for mobile home
Carhops
&
day
cooks.
Must
priced new). 436-5684_
tires
&
axles
436-2578,
between 8-00am-3-00pm.
This protect is funded by be highly motivated Apply 901-644-0679
KING size waterbed,
the Job Training Partner- in person 1:30pm-5pm,
waveless
CASH paid for good, used 3'6 yrs old
ship Act through the Ken- Sonic Drive Inn.
436-5430
rifles, shotguns, and pistucky Department for Em- PARK RANGERS! Game
tols Benson Sporting MUMS FOR SALE Beautiployment Services and the wardens, park police
ful colors From Murray
West Kentucky Private In- $6-$20 per hour Year Goods 519 S 12th
take 94W to Thurman
dustry Council. This is an round positions for men & Murray
Road, turn right, 1st house
Equal Opportunity prog- women Call 601-799-1362
on right 7-10am, 4-8pm
150
ram Auxiliary aids and ser- ext. P-3374 24hrs
Mon thru Fri, all day Sat
Articles
vices are available upon
For Sala
435-4020
request to individuals with PART-time help wanted for
retail shoe store in Murray
1100 REMINGTON 12 MURRAY High School AnMail resume to PO Box
gauge shotgun, like new, nuals, Years 1915, 1929,
DRIVERS Flatbed Exp/ 1040 M, Murray
$350 Call 753-5326
1930, 1955, 1958 &
Home Most Weekends/
Conventional Tractors With PART-time phoning/ 25IN color tv, good condi- 1964-81 Phone 753-3633
ask for Larry
Double Walk In Sleepers, telemarketer, flexible tion, $100 753-7926
Excellent
Pay hours Call 753-4140
2 AUTHENTIC Dooney &
800-262-5461.
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
SAW dust for sale Will
Burke bags. 1 small Surrey,
is
now
accepting
deliver- $2 a running foot &
Service
DRIVERS/OTR •Home
navy $90. 1 zipper top, tan
$2 a mile 502-472-1066
Weekends No Touch applications for light indust- $100. 759-9793
Freight *Late Model Con- rial workers in the Murray &
ventional *Paid Holidays/ Pans, TN areas Apply at
Insurance 401 (k) Plan • No the Village Office Center
Layover 0 Mileage Pay • next door to Cain's Jeep
Fuel/Safety Bonus Eagle on 641 N, 9am-5pm
or call 753-0017.
800-316-7160.
WANTED Personal aide RECEPTIONIST part-time,
Room board plus $200Avk general office skills Send
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
resume to: PO Box 804,
502-388-2641
Murray, KY 42071.
Got you down?

Tooters
Snack Bar BAntique Mall

you would like some extra cash for Christmas
sleigh ride down to'

Motorcycles
Auto Sennces
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

so
so

MERCHANDISE
Cornpsfiers
For Sole or Trode

Help
Wantod

NOW OPEN!!

Fisher-Price, leader in infant and playschool toys
has openings on all shifts for seasonal production
Operators For those busy people who want parttime work we have work available 9 a m.-1 p.m.
and 6 p m -10 pm

"- •

470
480
485
490 4.
495
500
510
520

CARPENTERS helper
759-9780 after 5pm

Americas Second Car

tiji

TRANSPORTATION

20
30

060

STOLEN from Puryear Saturday (8/20/94), Appaloosa Stud horse Black
with dusting of white, white
on rear, approximately 15
hands Man with bandana
seen riding him North on
641 901-782-3495

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

insuronc•
Exterminating
business Senile es
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

Notice

ND**

753- 1916

SERVICE S
000
230
250
290
530

020

020

Images

CALL

060
070
090
100
110

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
070
025
030
340
050

255 per word, $6 00 nuniersum
lst day Ss per read per cloy toe
each additionoi consecuay•
day. II 76 extra tor Shopper
flues ClassMecis go Into Shopping Guici•J $200 *who tor
band box ads

Opening Sept. 12th
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Gift Baskets
For Al/ Occasions
Bridal & Formal Wear

AI:L/
A/14gE
M

ADJUSTMENT5
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MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SEPTEMBER 5

9

1994

soo
Psis
& Itepliss

Noose
For Saw

FOR sale /I German
Pointer & 'A English
d.
Pointer pups 3nioe
$50/ea 753 1165 or
435-4444

LAKE home Anderson
Shores quiet private Ideal
for young or retired couple
Nice lot $34 000 negotiable 554-5680,442-3864

&tisk*
For Sib
STRAW for sale
Si 50 bale Cali 489-2436 if
no answer leave message
on macnine
STORAGE Buildings 8X8
$649 8X12 $799 10X12
$999 Built on your lot
wood or concrete floors
CM 901 885 7544

ussted
ladle:in of
x. Murray
N be rens incsxrty
Imrnedts can to

TOPPER for Iwb pickup.
nice $100 Call 753-6171
NEW metal siding & roof
'rig Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

MRS:

OFFICE desk w chair
$100 753-6139

-5 p.m.
12 p.m.

TRAILER & lot for sale
Trailer is 16X80 & 1 we
lot Call 753-1038 or
753-0745

3BR 2 bath great location
$425/mo 753-4342 leave
message or 435-4214

260
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR 2 bath water & ap
pliances furnished Cole
man Realty, 753-9898

electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

Appliances
FOR sale Harvest Gold
refrigerator, $100 Gold
stove $100 24ft round
pool solar blanket Phone
527-1298
160
Home
Furnishings
DINETTE sets, chests
dressers bedroom suites I
also hand strip & refinish
old furniture George
Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd
NIZATION

FULL-size box springs &
mattress 753-1392

Murray

MATCHING sofa, loveseat
& chair Off-white with blue,
mauve & green Call
53-6550
PAIR of beautiful French
Provincial arm chairs Blue
velvet tufted back, white
frame cane sides One or
both, $50,ea obo
436-5400

lent opseeking
iividuals
lervisory
oppor. & train
usiness.

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
titmice!

plan.
plan.

JS

BUNDY trumpet, mint con
dition Includes case, mute
& cleaning materials, $150
753-0724

;hed co
ady for a
lel office
1 or send
4 Paton

CLARINET for sale Excellent condition, $320
759-9906
FLUTE, good condition
753-8598 & leave
message
JUPITER trumpet, brass
plated with case & 2 mutes
753-9914 after 5pm

RE
OICE

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600
270

llify for
re offer

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X70 2BR, 14 bath on 4
wooded acres 1 mile from
Murray All appliances
Ready to move into Excellent condition $32,000
Call 753-7668 days,
753-4919 nights

Policies
) plans
its. We
;uaran?stions)
at the

14X70 SPIR 1985, 2br, 2
baths, front & back porch,
stove, refrigerator, excellent condition 492-8761

- or A+
he best

1979 MOBILE home 2br 2
bath, underpinning electrical service pole, LP gas
heat, water & stove, all tires
for moving $5,900 or any
reasonable offer
435 4559

? quote.

acy
y, KY

3BR apartment partially
furnished $450/mo
753-4301

2BR on large private lot, 7 KENTUCKY Lake Lakemiles East of Murray Call land Westly Village lbr
apartment utilities in
Linzy Beane 436-2582
chided rent based on in3BR doublewide in Hazel, come 55 & older, handicap
$250/mo +$250 deposit & disabled Equal Housing
435-4207
Opportunity
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, 502-354-8888

255

? days

2BR. very nice, central hie,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
Realty, 753-9898

MOBILE Home Village water furnished, SElOmo Coleman RE, 753-9898
MOBILE home lots for rent
Newer model homes only
$.85,mo 5 miles South of
Murray Call 492-8488
300

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
NEW 2br, duplex with garage, quiet neighborhood
Available end of September Call 753-1323.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR, 1V2 bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances turn
ished, $425/mo Coleman
Realty, 753-9898
2BR, 1 bath 1402 B Michelle. Great neighborhood. Low utilities. Stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave, w/d hook-up.
$450/mo, includes mowing_
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-8734.
2BR duplex, $340/mo
759-4406

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for $160 a month (paid in advance).

994.

Dto in

Call 753-1916 for details.
-itiv4419$•Mkii;is,4ii•voilkixr

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

I picture
picture

Expand your profit$
with a quality

100

Produce
FALL apples McKenzie's
Orchard Call ahead to confirm order & pick-up time
753-4725 or 753-9468

Ell

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautifui kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view. Call for your
appointment today
753-2405, 753-7536

430
Real
Estate
10 ACRES,2 br house new
Bardwell Small down payment & owner will finance
50 2 - 65 5 - 2 34 1 ,
314-429-0976

TOWNHOUSE apartment,
bath, huge kitchen
2br,
and master bedroom. Call
753-4316 or 753-4573.
Ready Oct. 1st!

1'6 STORY brick, 2394sq
3-4br, 2 ceramic ful
baths, pella windows, fireplace. Edinborough Drive
753-6648 after 4:30pm.

VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex. Appliances furnished,
central h/a, $425/mo. 1
month deposit lyr lease.
No pets 753-2905.

4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer Will consider trading for other property. Priced in the $70's to
low $80's. 753-3672 after
5pm.

340
Houses
For Rent
2BR house near downtown
Murray. 753-4109.
3BR, 1 bath house on corner lot at 1625 Catalina,
gas h/a, fenced back yard,
$450/mo Call 759-1594 after 5pm
3BR farm house off 2801 No
pets. $295/mo, w/d included Deposit. No pets.
753-3513 or 753-8848 before 9pm.
3BR house on 1713 Oakhill
Or, $500/mo. Available
Sept. 1st. 759-4406.

470

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905,
753-7536

-leSi
(S1-1C

382-2306

Used
Cars
1971 PLYMOUTH, fresh
440, many new parts,
$1,500 obo 435-4266
leave message
1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel infection
$2,495 753-8096
1980 CHEVETTE 2dr, 4sp,
good dependable car,
$600 Call 436-2977 after
6pm

12 MONTH Bay Quarter
Horse Filly, halter broke
black mane/tail Call
753-8360
ATTENTION feeders/stock
farmers 8-9 acres of hard
sweet corn Will yield 70-90
bushels per acre Real
deal! 753-8848 before
9pm
350

CAMP

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

..15.0tqAtIll tatTalVt15T

,

808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
759-1835

1

Now

located on 121 South.
3 miles from Murray.
For all your real estate
needs including auction. Call

753•5086

753-2962

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
.Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

Doors, Wrdows, Door Track 8 TrOieys, and Insulailon
for Metal Bultilrigs
Butterworth Pa (Hwy 2991
Office (502; 489-2722
Home 15021 489-2724
. Maray, KY 42071

Call Us Anytime

759-4685

The

Commercial Waste
•••••11
a -a,,I. V.,,,Disposal

Look.

•Murray's Premier Styling Salon.
208 South 8th • Murray • 753-3191
Lyn Gooptell -Owner, Stylts Tina Athors---Omam Nail T,Arocso

—No Appointments Neeesaary—
r
, MI Types of Refuse Service '
-*Jill 111...
A
Hours. 9-6 Tuesday-Saturday
Before or After Hours Appts. Available
1-800-585-6033
'
'.. /.-300 Minutes 825.00
Bud Stewart, Route Manager , New Wolff Tanning Bed

•roussis 's

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

MORSE
Horseshoeing

Asr r-

BILL MORSE

"29 Years at Same Location"
\
QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
Brakes • 011 Changes & Lubes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
.1Rout1ne Service Work • Suspension Repal,/r

309 S. Main St.
D•www, Spring, KY 42408

(502) 797-2808

1 v•

INSURANCE
._

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

408 N. 4th St.
Murray

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

,

We buy and sell used computers.
Call before you upgrade or buy!
;-- I
.r.=.,,.

soeclal n°^-Pref"
organization pricing

5 3-3141

222 So. 12th

Control

MC/VISA

753-5865

David's Cleaning Services
We specialize in Vinyl Siding.
Concrete Driveways, Blacktop Driveways,
Boats. Mobile Homes.
Fully insured & completely mobile

7

Poison
753-7588

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos.
"Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

USED COMPUTERS

VISA-MC
DISCOVER
ACCEPTED

World of Sound

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay. $696 on part A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

'

759-4734

Serri(-eli ts/En
Conunercial Janitorial Services
•Resilient Floor Mainlenana
•Janitorial Service

*Carpet Mainenancr Programs
•Upholstend Funitun

Call 1-800-524-7008
Al TREE SERVICE

S

f

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOMORKING
AN Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

i

• Drop By And S4414 Our Showroom •
401 Sunbury • Murray (SWUM Bunny inseel)
753-5940
/".16----..0

-.6,_A•I'lr

Purchase Area Communications

Rodney Adams
492-8737

Div of Phone Center of Murray
Commercial
Residential
'Caller I.D.
•Telephone Systems
-Phone Jacks
-Intercom Systems

A-1 STUMP REMOVAL
AND SPRAYING

.Paging Systems
'Telephones
Info On Hold • Voice Mail

Fax Machines
Any Type 01 Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big a Too Small, We Can Do It All

753-0342

• 1. '

esi•

B043 S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832

Wilson Real Estate

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

1991 EAGLE Summit,
auto, air, high one owner
miles, 36mpg, excellent
condition $4,750 firm!
437-3099

(502) 435-4899

BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Residential/Commercial
753-5934

A

1990 TOYOTA Camry, 4dr,
white, 78,XXX miles, good
condition Asking $7,800
Phone 759-9262

PRODUC T S

BACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762 7221

0411tm
. ore rlicitric

7 Days Per Week

$3,900 (502)762-4786.

r'NG I COOL 114G

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways,hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

MURRAY 753-9224

Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

DIAL — 753-1916

1986 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, $2,300 obo. 1984
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, $1,850 obo. 1986
Chevy G20 conversion
van, $5,800 obo.
502-753-8220.

RON HALL

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling tree
trimming tree removal &
cleaning out sheds attics
odd fobs & will haul &
spread mulch Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
pertence
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

You Can Advertise Here For
Imo.
'5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

and

CHOW Chow puppies.
$75 759-1427, 753-4444

Campers
1966 AIRSTREAM 30
New a/c, brakes, toilet &
awning New turn & carpet
Call Chris 436-2292

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1
Dial-A-Service

753-7890

Murray, KY

510

1985 CHEVY Chevette,
$300 759-9336

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling
moving clean-up odd lobs
tree trimming tree removal
yard mowing mulch haul
mg Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744

FULL.size short bed alumi
num truck topper Mid size
long bed aluminum topper
with sliding window Like
new 436-2364

CLASSIFIED

1985 CADILLAC Fleetwood De Elegance, excellent condition, high miles,
service verified, all power,
CB radio. 436-2522,
474-8119.

1991 HONDA Accord LX
Coupe, auto, a/c, gold kit/
wheels Excellent condition Call 753-5270.

ALL home repairs sheet
rock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs exper
ience Small pros welcome
Licensed & insured
474 8377
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1993 TOYOTA extended
cab auto bedliner ac
436-5321

1 1 1 1 1 HAULING, tree
trimming. mulch & dirt hauling, clean out sheds &
1985 FULL size van GMC
bushhogging Free esti14FT
Hydrostream
Vandura Interior Custom
mates
Paul Lamb
w/100hp
Johnson
power
ized, will build to suit, new
436-2102
tilt
&
trim
new
seats,
tires, good exhaust &
brakes Asking $4,500 For $2,000 753-1217 days, 1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing
trimming tree removal Joe
more info call 753-7287 436-2317 nights
Mon-Sat Sam-9pm
1984 22 CABIN Cruiser, 436-2867
260 Merc mid aft cabin full 1 1 1 A all around mowing
SOO
canvas complete galley, trimming hauling Mark
Used
head & shower, ac, marine 436-2528
Trucks
radio, depth finder, matchAl, Al's hauling yard work,
ing trailer 753-5140
1973 FORD F100 pick-up
tree removal mowing Free
V-8, 302 good condition
1991 17FT Javelin bass estimates 759-1683
runs good, quiet, $700
boat with 90hp Evinrude,
474-8112
$7,500 753-7823 after A 1 carpenter for sheds
barns & porches,etc Paint5pm
1977 DODGE Power Waing roofs & siding Ask for
gon, 4wd, swb, very good 1993 20FT Al/Weld alumi- Luke 436-2102
condition 435-4035 after num bass boat, 150hp
5pm
Johnson motor, tandem AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
axel trailer, 56Ib thrust troll- Heating, Cooling and
1983 GMC S-15, new 4 3
ing motor, all available op- Electric Co Service unit
engine, $1,000 759-9336
tions, like new 753-3125 or replacement and complete
instant:ion Licensed gas in1988 GMC % ton, ex- 247-5035
staller Phone 435-4699
tended cab, 5th wheel,
great condition, $7,500
759-1823 after 5pm

1983 SAAB 900 Turbo,
very good condition,
$3,000. Will consider trade
or Pontiac Fiero. 753-64-38
or 437-4607.

1988 TOYOTA Corolla FX,
white, 78,XXX miles, good
condition, $3,500. Call
753-9362 or 759-1212.

USED boats motors trail
ers & satv age parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
ssiOrk & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair. Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

1981 CHEVY van, good
condition 759-9247

1981 FORD Fairmont,
good condition. Must sell,
$700! Call 436-5577,

ME

0,1111•4i

1991 FORD Explorer XLT,
4dr very dean $12,900
Call 753-4433 after 5pm

1980 Z-28 4sp Al parts
car! 753-6139

Livestock
& &wiles

•••••

,

I190

GROWING FAMILY- ready
to move up, interested in
some breathing room? Call
Michael at Grey's Properties, 759-2001 for benefits
of owning, 1800sq ft ranch
home, low maintenance

17n

AMERICAN Pit Bull puppies, 1 male, 2 females,
16wks 753-2470 after
5pm

t•

1992 YAMAHA Big Bear
4-wheeler, excellent condition 753-4678

1986 FORD Escort station
wagon, 5sp, $1,500. 1964
Barracuda, 4sp, $300.
727 SOUTH 4th St, corner 1972 Duster 340, 4sp,
of Glendale & South 4th $300. 1972 Dart Swinger,
753-8298 10am-5pm, must see, $2,000.
753-6194 nights
759-9105 after 530pm.
BY OWNER, 3br, 14 bath 1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen, auto, sun roof, average miformal dining room, living leage,
$9,900.
room, family room with
502-388-2511 after 6pm.
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall car- 1987 MITSUBISHI, 4dr,
pet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi, cold a/c, 5sp, excellent con14x14f1 storage bldg. Lot dition inside & out, $2,750.
75x150, adjacient lot avail- 759-4727.
able. Walk to banks & shop- 1988 FORD Taurus,
ping. Priced to sell, mid 90,XXX miles, cruise, good
$70's. Call for appt
condition, new transmis753-4359.
sion (90 day warranty),

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

&

WOOD WORKS

Motorcycles

MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!!
Close to MSU, 2br house, HOUSE & acreage for sale
appliances furnished, 753-1300 9am-6pm,
newly painted, carport, 489-2116 7pm-10pm
$425/mo. 753-1266.
JUST now on the market
4 7 acres surrounds this
360
3br, 2 bath cape cod with
For Rent
open floor plan, central gas
Or Lefts
heat & air Century 21
BARN- Large air cured Bur- Loretta Jobs Realtors
ey' 753-1300 9am-6pm, 753-1492
489-2116 7pm-lOpm

Pets

753-2378

REDUCING breeding
stock' Cockatiels Parakeets & Finches Call
759-4119 after 5pm

4'4 ACRES East of MurNEW 2br duplex apart- ray, woods & private,
ments, gas heat, w/d hook- $4,950 terms 759-1922
up, appliances furnished,
DOWNTOWN office space no pets, available July 15th, DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath, Camavailable across from $425/mo, lyr lease, depo- bridge Estates Gene
courthouse $95/mo includ- sit required. Call 753-4873 Steely 753-6156
ing all utilities 753-1266
after 6:30pm, Allen FOR sale 2 or less acres,
OFFICE space available 4 Properties.
Farmington, KY 759-4184,
rooms, can be rented NEW 2br duplex w/carport. (901)642-2612
together or seperately, with Cambridge Estates
HALEY Appraisal Service,
approx 130sq ft each 753-7951 after 5pm
call
Bob
Haley
ground level, near courthouse, utilities included, NICE 2br duplex, central 502-489-2266.
parking adi to building Call h/a, stove, refrigerator, dis- KOPPERUD Realty has
hwasher, w/d hook-up
502-753-7921
buyers waling to purchase
Northwood. No pets $375
RETAIL or Office Space in plus deposit. 753-1953 homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingS Side Shopping Center. days, 753-0870 nights.
contact one of our courte753-4509 or 753-6612
NICE large 2br furnished, ous and professional
SHOP on 280 $225/mo
1604 Miller. Lease & depo- agents at 753-1222 or stop
Deposit 753-8848 before sit required +references. by office at 711 Main St,
9pm
Partial utilities paid.
SMALL business bldg, high 753-0932, 753-5898.
visibility location at 4th & NOW renting lbr apartSycamore Perfect or office ments, 1608 College Farm
or small business. Rd,
$210/mo. Call 100X140 SOUTHWEST
753-8/109.
753-6716 after 7pm
Villa subdivision All city
utilities, reduced 753-4873
320
NOW taking applications
for Section 810w rent hous- after 6pm.
Apartments
For Rent
ing. Apply in person at ABSOLUTELY last lot for
Southside Manor, 906 sale in Preston Hts. Lo1,2;3BD apts. Furnished,
Broad St Extended, be- cated on Carol Or, tust off
very nice near MSU. No
tween 8am-12noon. No Johnny Robinson Rd. All
75 3- I 25 2
pets.
phone calls please. Equal underground city utilities
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
Housing Opportunity.
with no city taxes. $14,900.
Call 753-2339.
1 & 2BR furnished apts
ROOMMATE needed to
available now Downtown,
share 2br duplex in Northno pets, deposit required.
sAn
wood, $175/mo, $175 deStarting at $195/mo.
Homes
posit +Vi
utilities.
753-4937 8am-5pm, m-f.
For Sale
753-9834.

3BR. Range, refrigerator,
w/d furnished. Near hospital, $410/mo. 753-4444.

the

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

SONIC'S

1988 TOYOTA 1 owner
red convenuy conversion
kit many extras $3800
489-2629

1992 GEO Metro air auto,
new tires 34 XXX miles,
great gas mileage $4 500
firm 753-5182

1993 BMW 525 IT take
NEW 3br, 2 bath Wit? tub, over lease 29mo left
oak cabinets 1280sq ft Irv - $598, mo 753-3400
mg garage Priced upper
$60s 1405 N 16th Call 1993 DODGE Spirit Refinance in your name,
489-2722
16 3XX miles 4cyl air bag
NEW house for salel cruise & air & more Call
2400sq ft under root 1950 753-7287 after 5pm only
hiving sq ft. 3br, 2 bath
kitchen family room dining 1994 FORD Taurus opal,
room utility 2 car garage loaded with all options,
gas heat, central air Great 8,XXX miles 753-6808
buy' Call 753-7435 days days, 753-2212 after 5pm
753-3966 evenings
TOYOTA Corolla, 1982,
SOUTHWEST Villa Practi- clean, runs good, high
cally new 3br. 2 bath Great miles, some bodywork
room with cathedral ceiling, $650 753-8057
gas fireplace 6ft privace
fence in back, dryvit exterior 2000sq ft living, 3100sq
ft total 753-4117
Vans

Business
Rentals

2BR near university Stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
vr,c1 hook-up No pets De1988 14X70 2br, 2 bath,
posit required 7n-0661
one w 'Jacuzzi cathedral
ceilings custom kitchen ca- 3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
binets 753-8983 before with garage. $550/mo.
2pm 437-4748 after 5pm 753-3293 after 6pm

ra

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show Of home
Classes or private 6366006
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Used
Timis

Glen Joiner
436-2247
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
CAPS • JACKETS • TRUCK SIGNS

JHC Advertising & Supply
Rt. 2 Bo* 27 • Murray. KY 42071
(502) 7594202 or (800),INC-AVAB (542-1e21)
. Haien Cain
Junin H. Cain
Yon /bet no psis. whim you baif Mai OMR'
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MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 5, 1994

IR denim

Rodeo Roundup set for Sept 11 at Expo Center

Oilseed

4

COMPUTER SERVICE I
TRAINING. 502-763-7001.

•

COOPER Lawn Service
Call
New & existing
502436-4W
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wultl's Recovery. Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Serces We specialize in vinyl
siding concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways, boats,
mobile homes Fully insJred & completely mobile
-59 4734
& D Lawn Care Free
,-,tirnates 489-2296

DRYWALL finishing, repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
EXPERT painting- Residential & commercial, 25
years experience No job
too big or too small. Free
estimates D&J Painting.
33-7040,- - •
GERALD WALTERS.
Rooting. vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references 753-2592.

You cant buy much for SI any KITCHEN CABINET RE- PAINTING. Duality1994-95 rodeo team and to see a
FACING Make your old service- value Free quota
more, but that's all that is required
preview
of talent as they put on a
van
new again with ForCTIKIS All bon no obligation
tor an afternoon of western fun at
sample exhibition of events that
colors tree intimates Smith at 753-4233
the Rodeo Roundup coming to the they will be competing in through
Wulff s Recovery Murray SHEETROCK finish, ng
West Kentucky Exposition Center the National Intercollegiate Rodeo
KY 436-5560
textured ceilings Larry
on Sept. 11.
Association ZNIRA).
492-8742
Chnsman
PAINTING interior & exterThe Murray State University RoThis is the third year for the
ior All types of home repair
Seamless
THE Gutter Co
Roundup, which kicks off the offiFree estimates Cali aluminum gutters variety deo Booster Club invites the community out to the Expo Center cial annual membership drive for
436-5032 anytime
of colors Licensed in
beginning at 2:30 p.m. to meet the the booster club. The organization
Estimate
available
sured
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call 759-4690
436-5255.
TRENCHING 4wd ditch
RILEY CONSTRUCTION: witch, 6h max depth Res)
remodeling, additions, por- denbal for 4 sewer, drain
TUESDAY,SEVIEMBER 6, 1994
ches, decks, vinyl siding & age, electrical, tooter &
on your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope.
No
job
to
eve,
water
lines
MAI, roofing, garages&
framing
Phone small, Contact L&J Lawn date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. 'our phone company will bill you 99
Care, 436-5041 or cents a minute.)
502-489-2907.
436-2296. Also complete
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE new spaper or mac:vine article proROCKY COLSON Horne lawn care service available
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
vides a terrific idea for turning a
Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, con- VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR financial situation takes a turn for profit. Follow through: you could
crew. Free eitimates. Call Service Center, cleaning- the better. Focus on obtaining long- make a bundle!
servicing $15, most repairs
474-2307.
VIRGO tAug. 23-Sept. 221:
term security for you and your loved
$35. Free estimates,Route
Wealth or job anxieties could halve
SEAL driveways/MI cracks. 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5, ones. Your excellent managerial
skills will win praise in late fall. an adverse effect on your social life.
753-6223.
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
or two trusted
Seek additional job training early in Confide in
SEAMLESS gutters ingo
negotiating
and
travel
will
Your
skills are
1995.
Business
friends.
560
residential
or
comstalled,
hand-in-hand next spring. A better than you think. Try to get a
Free
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
Column
prospective romantic partner could more profitable deal.
753-6433
you to throw caution.to the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Your
urge
SEWING machine repair, FREE part Chow adult fewind. Show good sense. Honor your co-workers could be pretty tense
Ken-neth Barnhill, male dog to a single lady
today. Avoid -bringing up touchy.
with fenced yard Call commitment to family life.
753-2674. Stella, KY.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON subjects if you want to avoid a fight.
436-2571
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
THIS DATg: country singer David Complete a complicated. multipart
Removal. Insured with full FREE to good home•
Allan Coe,actress Jane Cunin. base- ..projcet now in order to get it out, Of,
puppy,
5mos,
line of eqUipmegt. Free es- male Lab
ball player Vince DiMaggio. pio- the way.
timates. Day or night, house broken & very smart
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
& loving Good with child- neering social worker Jane Addams.
753-5484.
ren 1st shots. 759-9058.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Do Your powers of persuasion are at a
not give up on a misguided friend. peak — a big plus for your financial

GUARANTEED Amway
Products for every need are
—st a phone call away.
c•-lnone 759-4490
MS Garden Service.
Gardens- preaking, dis'.ng, tilling. Lawns-seeding
& fertilizing new or existing.
Blade work & bushhogging.. Reasonable
rates 753-3413.

•

•

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

HOROSCOPES

Kised

one

was established in 1992 to promote
the MSU rodeo program through
financial support, scholarships,
public awareness, and the promotion o.their annual rodeo performances. Through membership donations and fundraisers such as the
Roundup, the booster club has
fulfilled their pledge of support to
the tune of $2800 extended for
1993-94 team travel expenses and
scholarship awards of $2750 for fall
'94 students. The club welcomes
membership through support levels
ranging from student to gold buckle
members. Persons who join the
booster club during the Roundup
will have a chance to win a free
country ham donated by Kroger of
_Murray.
Gary Lawson, booster club president says that rodeo is a sport where
participants often begin to compete
at an early age and one that usually
appeals to the entire family."That is
why the booster club designs the
Roundup for total family enjoyment,' he says."We are keeping the
traditional low admission ofonly $1
for adults, with children under 12
free. We want people to bring their
family, have a good time and see

what makes rodeo such an exciting
and popular activity."
The sound of live country music
by Michael Wood and the Lonesome Strangers will greet fans as
they enter the Expo Center. Other
highlights include buggy rides provided courtesy of Kelso Farms,
cow-chip bingo, dunking booth,
dummy roping stations, and refreshments featuring charbroiled burgers. Drawings will be held
throughout the afternoon for numerous door prizes donated by local
merchants.
Murray State's rodeo team competes in the NIRA Ozark Region
and. has consistently produced a
number of standouts that have qualified to attend the college national
finals held each summer in Bozeman, Montana. The MSU team is
unique in that it is the only Kentucky school represented in the
NIRA and the only one in the Ozark
Region that hosts two home rodeos
each year, one in both the fall and
spring semesters.
For additional information about
the Roundup or membership in the
booster club call Lawson 'at "(502)
489-2227.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
A Q J 53

North-South cards,the bidding went
as shown. North's two diamond response to South's opening diamond
bid was systemic and indicated a
very good hand.. The bidding was
fairly natural from this point on,
but, although South indicated his
willingness tostop atfive diamonds,
North could not resist the temptation to bid six. West doubled and
declarer went down one.
When the U.S. team sat NorthSouth, the bidding went:
South West
North East

black

Eventually this person will return to
the fold. Evening favors a discussion of persnnal finances A tele'vision show gives you new insight
regarding an old problem.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Take-charge of the budget; you have
the Kactical know-how to make
wise decisions. Considerate behavior will show loved ones that your
heart is full of love. Remember, true
intimacy cannot be rushed.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): A
friend may arrange for you to meet
VIPs in the near future. Show your
appreciation in' tangible ways. Job
changes can be upsetting. Put more
fun into your life by attending social
events.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Go
along with your mate's plans and you
will have a better time than anticipated. Write a letter to someone away at
college or in the military. A young
child captures your heart.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Wait
and see what others want to do
before offering suggestions. A

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clipout section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

VI

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 7534916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

aspirations. Your ability to influence
public opinion augurs well for the
future. ..
.
SAGITTARIUS lNov. 22-Dec.
2h: Consult experts if thinking
about expanding a business. A new
partnership could- bring.iremendous
success. An out-of-town visitor is
like a breath of fresh air.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Once you pasS a financial hurdle, it
should be smooth sailing for dating
and other pleasurable pursuits. Live
closer to your ideals. Happy
romance depends on your finding- a
partner who shares your vision.
- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18);
Ease up on loved ones and communication will improve. A secret project
deserves top priority. A friend offers
to arrange a special introduction.
PISCES (Feb.. 19-March 20):
News from those at a distance could
put you in a traveling mood. A story.
about an old friend offers valuable
inspiration. A change Of lifestyle .
will put the spring back into your
walk! -

MasterCard
TODAY'S CHILDREN are thoughtful. thrifty' and ruled by logic-.They
expect a lot from their friends and relatives and will be deeply disappointed
if these loved ones fail to measure up to their exacting standards. Emotional
scenes and irrational behavior will shake these intellectual Virgos to the
core. Polite and self-disciplined; they have little patience with those who are
rude or out of control. A career as an engineer, mathematician or teacher
will hold special appeal.

753-1916

Call Us Today!

V A Q5

•J 106 4 3
WEST

EAST

+ 10962

+874
V K 4 32

V,J87

•A K
J 7 32

+75
Q864

SOUTH
•K
✓ 10 96
•Q 98 2
+ A K 1095
The bidding:
South West
North
1•
Pass
2•
3
Pass
3+
3 NT
Pass
4•
5•

Pass

Pass''

Dble

6•

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

There are hands played in the

annual world'championship where
the outcome is the same at both
tabres and therefore achieves little
notice. But some deals merit attention,and thisis especially true when
both teams fall from grace and duplicate their sins. One of the most
startling cases of this sort occurred
in the match between Brazil and the
United States in 1973.
When it Brazilian pair held the

Pass
3•
4+
5+
6•

Pass
Pass

1•
3

Pass

Pass

Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
5•
Pass
Dble
At this table,South passed originally but then tried to make up for it
by biddingstrongly later on.North's
one.diamond bid, rather than one
spade, was also systemic. South finally bid six diamonds over North's
two slam tries, and again this ignominious contract got doubled.So the
outcome was a tie, each declarer
going down one, and no blood was
spilled.
It does seem odd,at this level of
competition, that both pairs should
undertake a slam missing the A-K of
trumps,butitgoes toshow thateven
the World's best players are human
and sometimes err.

WARNING!
Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to sell cable programming!The only thing they
can offer you is a satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local business,licensed and
insured and we will be here after the sale. Will they?

uniden®
Satellite Television Systems
It's The Very Best In Home Entertainment!
Yell OEM..
6 HBO's
3 Cinemax's
2 Disneys
2 Showtimes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA Network (E&W) •
TBS • The Family Channel (E&W)-- Comedy Central (E&W)
• Bravo • A&E • E! TV • The Learning Channel • The
Weather Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E&W) • Lifetime
(E&W) • TNN • BET • American Movie Classics • ESPN 2

ALSO, 1•017 CA7'
WRAF CABLE
DOES NOT0.17=1
ESPN2 • Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice I & II • Exxxtasy TV
Adam & Eve • Playboy

OR

SHOINT1ME
$23.25 Mo.

28 CHANNELS
22 Services
Now Includes...
The Family Channel (E&W) • The Weather Channel •
Lifetime (E&W) • Prime Network • TBS • Bravo • Comedy
Central (E&W) • American Movie Classics • TNN • CMTV •
CNN • Headline News • A&E • USA Network (E&W) •
Discovery (E&W) • Prime Time (ABC, CBS, NBC) 24 •
Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

$16.50 Mo.

"Come See The Satellite Professionals."
COMING SOON!America's Talking • Military Channel• Romance Classics•Turner Classic Movies• Home & Garden TV • Eco Channel• Fitness & Exercise TV •Games Channel•Ovation Fine Arts Channel•
Horizons TV • Golden America Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet• History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • World African Network • CNN International • Catalog Channel• Gaming and
Entertainment Network • Talk Channel • Planet Central • New Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

Your Local Connection

CALL (502) 759-1835
"Murray's Only Authorized RCA DSS Satellite Dealer"
—u"
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AUDIO/VIDEO
Visit Our Showroom at 808 Coldwater Rd.
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By The AssoSated Press
Today is Monday: Sept. 5, the 248th day of 1994. There are 117
days left in the year. This is Labor Day. Rosh Hashana, the Jewish
New Year, begins at sunset.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 5, 1793, the Reign of Terror began during the French
Revolution when the National Convention instituted harsh measures to
repress counter-revolutionary activities; thousands of people were sent
to the guillotine.
On this date:
In 1698, Russia's Peter the Great imposed a tax on beards.
In 1774, the first Continental Congress assembled in Philadelphia.
In 1836, Sam Houston was elected president of the Republic of
Texas.
In 1882, the nation's first Labor Day parade was held in New York.
In 1905, the/Treaty of Portsmouth, ending the Russo-Japanese War,
was signed i New Hampshire.
In 1972, during the summer Olympic games in Munich, West Germany, 11 Israelis, five Arab guerrillas and a police officer were killed
in a hostage drama that began when the guerrillas attacked the Israeli
delegation.
In 1975, President Ford escaped an attempt on his life by Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme, a disciple of Charles Manson, in Sacramento,
Calif.
In 1977, the U.S. launched the Voyager One spaccc-raft two weeks
after launching its twin, Voyager Two.
Ten years ago: The space shuttle Discovery completed its maiden
flight as it landed at Edwards Air Force Base in California.
Five years ago: In his first nationally broadcast address from the
White House, President Bush outlined a plan to fight illicit drugs,
which he called the "quicksand of our entire society.'
One year ago: Seven Nigerian soldiers were killed in a militia
ambush in Somalia as they went to the aid of other U.N. peacekeepers
surrounded by a stone-throwing mob.
Today's birthdays: The president of -the Motion Picture Association
of America, Jack Valenti, is 73. Former Federal Reserve Board chairman Paul A. Volcker is 67. Comedian-actor Bob Newhart is 65. Sen.
John Danforth, R-Mo., is 58. Actor William Devane is 55. Actress
Raquel Welch is 54. "Cathy" cartoonist Cathy Guiscwite is 44.
Thought for today: "Those who foresee the future and recognize it
as tragic are often seized by a madness which forces them to commit
the very acts which makes it certain that what they dread shall. happen." — Dame Rebecca West, Irish author and journalist
(1892-1983).

Tea years ago
Sid Easley of Murray has been
appointed as one of the trustees
()I National Boy Scout Museum
Board.
Terry Thomas represented Calloway County at the Kentucky
Youth Seminar held at the Uniersity of Kentucky, Lexington.
Timothy Dees Adams, son of
Judy Fortenberry and Nolan
Adams, received his Bachelor of
Business Administration degree,
and Julie K. Billington, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington,
ri,a.fived her Bachelor of tArts
degree with a major in F nch
tram the University of Ken ky,
Lexington.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David L. Fielder,
Aug. 17; boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Clark, Aug. 20; a boy to
\tr. and Mrs. Ronnie Goode,
Aug. 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Bernard Clouse Moore, Aug. 24.
Twisty 'tan ago
Steve Howard, "Murray High
School graduate and a 1974 graduate of Murray State University,
was selected by audition to
appear in the seven-minute producation to be shown while the
Kentucky Historymobile is in
Murray Sept. 3 and 4.
Dr. Bobby Malone, an associate professor in Department of
Instruction and Learning at Murray State University, has completed a summer improvement
leave as a visiting professor at
Chapman College, Orange, Calif..
Coleen Ann Cavanaugh and
Gerald F. Linn were married in a
July ceremony at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Barnett
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert F. Newsome._ Aug, 15,

Thirty years ago
Dr. Castle Parker spoke and
showed slides about his wort as a
missionary dentist in Guatemala
and Costa Rica, Central America,
last summer at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Marinell Myers and Dan Keith
Evans were married Aug. 23 at
College Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speegle and
son, Mike, of Roswell, N.M.,
have returned home after a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Verble Taylor, and their daughter, Carolyn Speegle, a student at
Murray State College.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Clark, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hunter,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Forty years ago
Bob Hutchens, son of Mr. and

)EAR ABBY: I had to write when
I read the letter from "Mother of the
Bride- who was "thrilled" when the
priest refused to officiate at the
d.iughter's %kvdding because she and
her fiance had been living together.
Nlother called it living in sin.")
Abby. sometimes living together
cm) help -couples avoid divorce,
huh occurs in approximately 30
it centof marriages today.
Mother sounds %Try judgmental
And vindictive. I won-der in which
church she learned this.
LORI I.. BETT. NEW ORLEANS
DEAR LORI: Many readers
share your view. Read on:

DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Mother of the Bride," who was
"thrilled" when her church .refused
to marry her daughter who had
been "living in sin" with her fiance:
While shopping for a church in
Ventura, Calif., we told the pastor of
the Methodist church that we had
been living together. He replied,
"Some pastors refuse to marry couples who have been living together,
but in my opinion, they are the couples who need to be married."
Needless to say, we chose the
Methodist church.
HAPPILY WED
IN VENTURA,CALIF.

pastor has my vote. And by the
way, I wonder who married
Adam and Eve?
* * *

DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Mother of the Bride" who was
"thrilled" when the Catholic Church
refused to marry her daughter and
her live-in lover because they had
been living together:
I am a member of the Unitarian
Universalist church, which is filled
with decent, loving couples who
could not be married in a more traditional church because of various
restrictions.
We Unitarians accept the goodDEAR HAPPILY WED: That ness ofpeople's intentions;_ies, even

DAILY COMICS
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Mrs. Walter H. Hutchens, has
been discharged from the United
States Navy after four years of
service. He was stationed at San
Diego, Calif., and made two
cruises on the destroyer USS
Richard B. Anaerson •
Serving as officers of Murray
High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association were Mrs.
Charles M. Baker, Mrs. Cecil
Farris, Mrs. Gail Cordrey, and
Mrs. Al Kipp.
June Butterworth and Swann
Parks were married Aug. 29 at
the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth. His parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Parks.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. W.D. Dick, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Euel Kimbro, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
chambers.
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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those who do not attend church
faithfully, but seek us ou,t when they
are in need of a priest to baptize a
baby, give a sermon for a funeral. or
have a big church wedding.
If the daughter would like a
church that will accept her and her
fiance just as they are, the Unitarian
Univeralist 'church may be the
church she is looking for.
LINDA IN WILMINGTON. DEL
* * *

DEAR ABBY: What kind of
mother would be "thrilled" when
the Catholic'Church refused to
marry her daughter and the man
with whom she had been living for a
number of years?
Shame on her. However, please
don't allow her to blacken the reputation of all the Catholic churches
in the United States.
Of course, there are certain
parishes in which the priests adhere
strictly to rules and regulations —
without making a single exception.
However, my husband and I who
also lived together for a few years
before we married) had been the
route of "heathens"
breaking all
the rules, including drugs, alcohol
and adultery in previous marriages.
It took a young Catholic priest in
Illinois to straighten us out and put
us on the right track — where we
have been for more than 20 years.
His name is James Kavanaugh. I
believe you know him.
JOHN AND MAGGIE
DEAR JOHN AND MAGGIE:
Indeed I do. I have quoted him
in my column several times.

DR. GOTT

o_o arc

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

-We're not going to the mountains,so shut up and let's
go!...Most kids would count their lucky stars that
every vocation their folks took 'em to the beach!"

CATHY
LION KING BACKPACK...
MACON HAT...
GAP SWEATSHIRT...
GUESS JAMS...
DKAN SHOES.
BARBIE LUAICHBOX...

WHY ARE YOU SO WORRIED '
ABOUT WHAT THE OTHER
KIDS THINK, HONEY ? YOU
SHOULDN'T CARE WHAT THE
OTHER KIDS THINK! THERE'S—
MORE TO LtfE THAN WHA,1
'THE OTHER KIDS TH-MIK

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I HoUR LATER
11-IeN t7tUll. HAVE"10 LINE.
UP ouERTriERE_ FOR RHCroGKApHS,WAIT FOR' Vcx)R
C.PIRP,IREN LINE Le
AGAIN OVER HERE.

GARFIELD

PEANUTS
SO WHAT'S YOUR
EXCUSE TI-115 TIME 7

A VAPOR TRAIL GOT
IN MY EYES.

1 No(Russian)
5 Eskimo knife
8 Snack (s1.)
12 Soviet Union
(abbr.)
13 Cover
14 Mixture
15 Type of sugar
17 Salt marsh
19 Muse of
Merl,
20 Surfacer
21 "Less —
Zero"
23 Hawaiian
goose
24 Rubber tree
26 Ancient vase
28 Cowboy
Rogers
31 Selenium
symbol
32 — Vegas
$3 Sound of
hesitation
34 Dollar bill
36 Fetish

38 Type of lizard
39 Gaseous
element
Answer to Previous Puzzle
41 Metal
43 Small one
UM @DM@ BMO
45 Sinned
CID DURUM PM
48 Mariner
ri OMO OCIMUOM
50 Revere
51 Wise person 0012 UMM MOO
52 Last mo.
54 Heroic in
scale
55 Allowance for
waste
56 Side issue
0
57 Smell strongly

DOWN

w°110BOAHM
on
ommAmAm
mn
umm
moo
omnmo
oo
mmoooDom
onm
mmomoD
ono no
pm mommum000

1 Atomic
0MM NMMO MMU
weapon
9-5 C 1994 United Feature Syndicate
2 River in
Belgium
3 Landed
16 Cleaning
7 — and downs
substance
property
8 Baseball's —
18 Simians
4 Pledged faith
Ryan
22 Synthetic
5 Southwestern
9 Stan's partner
matenal
Indian
10— qua non
23 Japanese
6 Behold!
11 Cultivator
American
24 GIs' club
25 Bernstein, for
short
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 7I-year-old
woman with lots of sinus trouble. I
also have high blood pressure and am
on Tenormin daily. What over-thecounter medication can I take that
will work with my blood pressure pill
to clear the sinusitis?
DEAR READER: If you really have
sinusitis (sinus infection with fever
and discolored nasal discharge), you'll
need antibiotic therapy. On the other
hand, simple sinus congestion is often
relieved by over-the-counter anti-histamines, such as Chlortrimeton or
Actifed.
In view of your hypertension, you
should not take any over-the-counter
remedies (that may worsen your high
blood pressure) without checking first
with your doctor. Although, for most
hypertensives (on treatment), nonprescription anti-histamines are safe,
your physician should advise you
about which ones would be appropriate.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from diabetes
hypertension. Within the
past
I've been unable to
achieve full erection. I attribute the
problem to old age (I'm 62), but wonder if there is a further problem. Since
the onset of my diabetes five years
ago, I suffer from frequent urination,
along with the need for immediate urination when the urge occurs. The
fluid delivery is weak and without
force. Is something seriously wrong?
DEAR READER: Diabetes causes
premature arteriosclerosis, which, in
men, will lead to poor circulation to
the erectile cylinders of the penis. You
should see a urologist for advice,
because therapy — ranging from selfadministered injections into the penis
to penile implants — is often effective.
Your other symptoms suggest an
enlarged prostate gland, which is preventing your bladder from emptying
completely. This is not due to diabetes, but to the aging process. Again,
the urologist can advise you, after
examining you and obtaining certain
tests, such as the prostate specific
antigen test, a blood analysis
designed to identify prostate cancer. Working with your internist (who
will monitor the diabetes), the urologist should be able to assist you, using
either medicine or surgery.
To give you more information on
your conditions, I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Reports
"Impotence" and "Diabetes Mellitus."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $2 for each report plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY
10163. Be sure to mention the title(s).
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ica's Labor Force
"Wer. Salute You"
In recognition of workers in our area,we wantto send the message that
the American work ethic is alive and well. We're proud to work side-byside with the best workers in the world, and we call this to your attention
on this Labor Day.
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